Top dressing breakthrough: Crumb rubber

By MARK LESLIE

WILMINGTON, Ohio — After five years of extensive study, Michigan State University (MSU) researchers are recommending crumb rubber, or finely chopped automobile tires, as a top dressing for high-traffic areas on golf courses and athletic fields.

"As much as we incorporated it into the soil profile, we never saw the panacea that people wanted. But we did find great results when top dressing it onto established turf," Dr. John "Trey" Rogers III of MSU said of crumb rubber.

"When we incorporated it, the rubber shoots took off again," he said. "And that's what we're hoping to show is that it can be a better top dressing alternative for golf courses and athletic fields."
Penncross greens are found from elite prestigious private courses to the most played public courses. It is still the most specified creeping bentgrass ever, and from all indications, it will remain the first choice of golf course superintendents, designers and architects the world over.

Developed by Professor H. B. Musser and Dr. Joe Duich and introduced in the fall of 1955 as an elite seeded creeping bentgrass for putting greens, Penncross' popularity was immediate and long-lasting. Penncross' reputation for rapid establishment and quick recovery from damage has made it a popular choice of developers who must open their courses in a timely manner as well as savvy superintendents who utilize it for tees and approaches where divot repair is necessary.

Over time Penncross has proved it can take the heat, the wear of 65,000 annual rounds and verbal potshots from envious competitors.

Penncross is grown to the same critical standards set by Professor Musser, and you can be assured we'll provide the world's most recognized creeping bentgrass as long as you demand it.

Penncross 1955-1995
NEWS IN BRIEF

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — 1995 Masters champion and golf course designer Ben Crenshaw and his partner Bill Coore appear to be the choices to build a new golf course for the University of Notre Dame. Notre Dame’s current 18-hole golf course is in the process of being torn up to make way for new buildings. Notre Dame would like to build a new course on wetlands it owns northeast of the campus.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — In an effort to rid its golf courses of cigarette and cigar butts that litter greens and tee boxes, Albuquerque has launched a “Don’t Leave Your Butt on the Course” campaign. Four city courses are distributing free pocket ashtrays at their pro shops. Their heat-resistant interior allows smokers to put out cigarettes inside the ashtrays. The ashtrays fit in pockets and purses and are reusable for up to a month.

PITTSBURGH — Major renovations have revived the formerly rundown inner-city Schenley Park Golf Course, which is owned by the city and managed by a non-profit subsidiary of Carnegie-Mellon University. The 4,860-yard, par-67 course got a big boost from a new automated irrigation system. It also resulted in new greens that are showing new signs of life.

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. — A truck driver was killed in May following a freak accident at a Myrtle Beach golf course under construction. William Brayboy of Turbeville died when a tree limb came through the cab of his dump truck and hit him in the throat, authorities said. Horry County Coroner Robert Edge said Brayboy was pronounced dead at the scene from internal injuries.

Ocean Course sale delayed — again

CHARLESTON, S.C. — A problem involving ownership of a small piece of the Ocean Course led the federal bankruptcy court to adjourn June 12, without making a decision on the latest sale of the renowned Kiawah Island layout, site of the 1991 Ryder Cup.

Judge Falcon Hawkins ordered the Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) to clear up the matter before he would rule on Virginia Investment Trust’s (VIT) winning $27,000,100 bid for the Pete Dye design. "The RTC is moving to correct the situation," said RTC spokesman Mike Fulwider. News sources have reported that the controversy involves seven acres of land supposedly owned by Kiawah Resort Associates’ President Charles Way, who developed most of the island’s homes and the private River Run course currently under construction. Fulwider wouldn’t speculate whether the ownership dispute would delay the closing on the golf course, which was scheduled to take place by mid-July.

VIT was the only qualified bidder for the Ocean Course at the May 19 auction conducted by the RTC. VIT owns Kiawah’s other three resort courses. The RTC has controlled the Ocean Course since the original developer, Landmark Land Co., declared bankruptcy several years ago.

College, course collaborate on long-term study

LOUDONVILLE, N.Y. — In what its collaborators call a “natural” and “exciting cooperative agreement,” Siena College, Schuyler Meadows Golf Course and the Audubon Society of New York have agreed to long-term environmental studies that could answer many questions concerning the effect of course maintenance on the environment.

“It provides our industry an opportunity to make a valid contribution to the science end of the spectrum,” said Peter Sallinetti, general manager and superintendent at the private Schuyler Meadows club. “I think it will be very beneficial as far as putting our finger on what, in reality, the golf course is doing to the environment.”

While a handful of universities are using their own golf courses as laboratories, this is believed to be the first case of a school collaborating with an outside golf facility in this manner.

Dr. Larry Woolbright, dean of the Science Division at Siena, said nine PhDs from biology, chemistry and environmental studies have signed up to participate in the program. Fifty faculty teach more than 700 majors in the Science Division. Now they will have an outdoor classroom immediately adjacent to their campus.

“Faculty and students will scientifically study the effects of management practices at the club,” Woolbright said, “and measure their impact on the environment, on species diversity, water quality and chemistry. Then we can try to improve those practices, to minimize their environmental impact and maximize the course grounds’ ability to support and sustain a natural diversity, specifically endemic local species.”

The study’s four phases will include:

• A site map and habitat inventory,

★ THERE'S NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT TO SUBSCRIBE TO...Golf Course News Development Letter

Just $195 for a year’s subscription — 24 issues a year!

Do your competitors know something you don’t?

Subscribe to the Golf Course News Development Letter — and find out.

Who reads the Golf Course News Development Letter?

• 37% are suppliers
• 24% are builders
• 20% are course architects
• and almost 50% are owners and/or presidents of their firms

Why do they read the Golf Course News Development Letter?

• it tracks golf course projects planned or under consideration across the nation
• it provides names and telephone numbers of the key contact people associated with each project

Golf Course News Development Letter is the industry’s first complete, expert commentary, and golf information satellite service. Our unique satellite technology and easy-to-use format far outperforms any dial-up services you may have used. For under two dollars a day, GolfLink offers detailed lighting analysis, full color forecast maps, association updates, turf research, headline news, and sports and financial information.

We’ve put together for you all of the crucial weather information to save you time, money and to ensure the safety of the people on your course. Plus all of the sports news, and financial information you will keep you coming back for more.

Call 1-800-200-3810 for 60-Day Trial Offer* *This plan includes all weather services and other services.”

GolfLink

Golf Communications, Inc. 411 Easton Road, Suite 207 Horsham, PA 19044 888-616-7119
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Texas park leapfrogs toad

BASTROP, Texas — The National Park Service has given in and decided to pay $500,000 to help the Bastrop State Park in Texas. The payment is aimed at reducing the environmental impact of the expansion at the park east of Austin. A driving range was dropped from the design, and the course will grow by 39 acres to span 135 acres, instead of by 54 acres as originally planned. Environmentalists say the work could harm the Houston toad, an endangered species living in the area, and could affect the state's dwindling Lost Pines ecosystem, part of which is preserved in the park. A coalition of environmental and tax groups are expected to sue to stop the expansion of the state park track.

S.C. layout to close until Sept. for renovations

AIKEN, S.C. — Palmetto Golf Club, the oldest golf course in South Carolina and recently ranked 20th in the state by Golf Digest magazine, is closed until Labor Day for a major renovation project that will restore greens, tee boxes and most fairways.

Richard McNabb, course superintendent, said three different contractors are working on specific areas of the course.

Because of poor soil composition and drainage problems, the greens no longer were responding properly to conventional aeration and chemical treatment. As a result, most greens were losing grass.

Walk or be left behind at Mich.'s Treetops

GAYLORD, Mich. — Sylvan Resorts/Treetops is hoping to start a new wave in golf with an old golf tradition.

The Northern Michigan resort, with three championship golf courses, is opening a new course this fall that will allow a motorized riding golf cart only in special circumstances. Otherwise, walking the course, either with a caddie or a pull-cart, will be the rule.

Gerald Albert, Sylvan Resorts/Treetops general manager, said part of the reasoning behind the cart-less golf course is health-related. "More and more people are becoming health conscious, and they want exercise," Albert said.

"For the real serious golfer, most of them find they can concentrate and play better when they're walking." Treetops professional Rick Smith designed the new course, which is expected to be at least partially open in September.

Albert said Sylvan Resorts/Treetops will develop a caddie program next year for the cart-less course.

You have to start pretty early to get the pick of the crop at the orchard.

5:30...5:20...5 am. Course Superintendent, Ted Woehrle, couldn't believe it. But shortly after the Workman® arrived at The Orchards Golf Club in Washington, Michigan, his staff started coming in earlier and earlier to get the Workman for the day. "We had other work vehicles," recalled Ted, "but everyone wanted the Workman®.

Why's the Workman® vehicle so popular? Turf managers and their crews keep telling us the same story.

"It'll never be outdated. It can do anything." It's always the first thing we hear: no other work vehicle puts in a harder day. The Workman® vehicle's extra-big box must have something to do with that. It can haul 25% more weight and bulk than other work vehicles you're used to. And whether you use our attachments or yours, no other work vehicle can be configured to perform as many different tasks.

"Less back strain after riding it all day." Take it from those who start and end their days with the Workman vehicle: its smooth ride is second to none. Its standard roll-over protection package and the added stability of four wheels with the maneuverability of three, are other features crews can't say enough about.

"Our mechanics love it." One mechanic said, "servicing the Workman is a breeze—everything's so easy to get to." Just what we like to hear. Because that means the...
City manager shows up police on NY golf course

TROY, N.Y. — Sand traps get built for all kinds of personal reasons, even political mudfights.

City Manager David Grandeau took his wage dispute with the Troy's local police union to the city golf links with a stunt that one City Council member called "so bizarre it defies description."

Grandeau ordered a city work crew to dig four small sand traps at the 7th hole at Fream Park Golf Course. He then spent $5 of his own money for a sign that reads, "Dedicated to Jack Rogers and the TPBA to honor their greed. 4 percent."

The sign was pounded into the turf next to the traps. Rogers is the president of the Police Benevolent and Protective Association, which has been deadlocked with the city for months over a city request that the union sacrifice this year's 4 percent pay raise.

Each trap represents one percentage point, according to Grandeau, who calls them "Rogers bunkers." Rogers is reportedly considering a lawsuit.

KEENE, N.H. — Bretwood Golf Course is now as large as any golf course facility in New Hampshire.

The city planning board recently approved the opening of six new holes on about 45 acres to give the public course a total of 36 holes. The only other 36-hole facility in N.H. is Green Meadow in Hudson.

Bretwood owner Aubrey "Toby" Barrett has been planning the new holes—which were built on the site of a former sod farm — for years, but he was held up by city officials' concerns that they would be built too close to wells located off upper Court Street.

The wells provide 2.6 million gallons of water per day for homes and businesses — about half the city's water supply. An ordinance passed earlier this year allows the expansion, as long as course maintenance staff doesn't apply pesticides or other chemicals within 400 feet of the wells.

Conn. courses hole out profits

NORWALK, Conn. — Advertising has sunk to new depths at some 35 golf courses around Connecticut: the bottom of the cups on every green.

Forefront Marketing Co. of Rocky Hill launched the idea, under which it sells the advertising for the cups, provides the cups, and then gives 20 percent of the proceeds to the owner.

Under a proposal to the Norwalk, Forefront estimated selling $10,000 worth of national and local advertising per year which would mean $2,000 annually for the city.

Among the proposed slogans golfers could see as they retrieved their ball: "A Bank Without the Traps — Citibank," "Watch Your Speed of Play — Rolex."

Ohio course owner indicted

DELAWARE, Ohio — Thornton Nichols, owner of the Oakhaven Golf complex, has been indicted for grand theft by a Delaware County grand jury.

Delaware County Prosecutor W. Duncan Whitney said Nichols accepted a $75,000 payment from a German man for walnut lumber that was never delivered.

Nichols operated a timber-trading business when he built Oakhaven, a complex on U.S. 23N with a driving range, clubhouse and nine-hole golf course.

The charge is a third-degree felony that carries up to two years in prison.

OTTER CREEK OPENS NEW NINE

COLUMBUS, Ind. — Otter Creek Golf Course, a perennially top-ranked public course, recently opened a new nine designed by Rees Jones, Jones's father, Robert Trent Jones Sr., designed the original 18 in the early 1960s. Otter Creek now has 27 holes. The new Rees Jones-designed nine is expected to eventually replace the current back nine in Otter Creek's championship 18.
Nantucket could be home to new course

NANTUCKET, Mass. — Architect Rees Jones could soon be designing a new 18-hole golf course on the 252-acre Coffin Farm on this genteel island off Cape Cod.

The Nantucket Golfing Society, a partnership of approximately 50 golfers who frequent the island, has moved to purchase the sizable golf course on the 252-acre Coffin Farm from the estate of Henry Coffin. Coffin died last year.

The Society plans to have Jones design a golf course reminiscent of those crafted during the early 1900s.

There are other potential developments for golf being discussed on the island.

The pending transaction between the Society and the Coffin family would also allow the society to lease, operate and slightly renovate the nine-hole Siacomet Golf Course. The Coffin family has operated Siacomet for more than 100 years.

The society has retained Colorado-based Golf Services Inc. and Connecticut and Colorado-based Links Acquisition Corp. to oversee planning and construction of the new course.

When Joe Hamilton, Owner of Lake Spivey Golf Club near Atlanta decided to renovate all 27 greens, he wanted to do nine holes at a time. After lots of research and many discussions, he took the suggestion of Dr. Milt Engelke of Texas A&M and tried Crenshaw Creeping Bentgrass. The first nine holes were done in September 1991.

"We're a high-volume, middle-maintenance operation with about 60,000 rounds a year. This past summer was the hottest, driest summer Atlanta has experienced. But those nine holes that were renovated with Crenshaw two years ago did so well, they were the healthiest, best greens in Atlanta.

"We monitored those nine against the older Penncross greens and there simply was no comparison. Crenshaw is so much more dense and upright than any other bent we know of. There's so little problem with disease or wilt. Its color and putting characteristics are so superior and it wards off bermuda encroachment.

"Doing the second nine holes in September of '93 was an easy decision. And we'll do the last nine with Crenshaw next fall without question.

"I'll tell you, after seeing the vigor and excellent performance of Crenshaw here at Lake Spivey, it really makes the older bent grasses look like dinosaurs. Crenshaw really moved us into the present, new world of bentgrasses."

Joe Hamilton, Owner
Lake Spivey Golf Club
Atlanta, GA

Rochester N.Y. adds public track

ROCHESTER, N.Y. — A city filled with outstanding private courses, like 1996 Ryder Cup venue Oak Hill, is about to get a public-access layout its builders say will fill a long-standing need that has gone unmet in this area.

Gardner Odenbach, vice president of the Dolomite Group in Penfield, and his father, John, are building the 27-hole Greystone Golf Club on 270 acres in nearby Walworth.

Nine holes are expected to open sometime this month.

Neb. volunteers build new nine-hole golf facility

FULLERTON, Neb. — Two years after the Loup River flood destroyed the sand greens course in Fullerton, a new nine-hole golf course has been created with unusual community spirit and hard work.

More than 15,000 hours of volunteer labor helped make Pawnee Hills Golf Course a reality, according to Steve Nathan, a town businessman who is president and treasurer of the group that developed Pawnee Hills.

The course was designed by Marty Johnson of Sioux City, Iowa. Resident Bob Russell donated $100,000 to build a two-level clubhouse in honor of his family's dedication to Fullerton.

Laborer dies in Houston golf course accident

KINGWOOD, Texas — A man was killed and another seriously injured when a trench caved in at a golf course construction site outside Houston in May.

The worker was killed when his body was engulfed by sand in a cave-in. Juan Lopez, 40, who survived, was dug out of chest-deep sand following the mishap.

The two men were in a trench digging a wet well when the earthen sides gave way and collapsed on them. Rescuers dug with shovels and hands to try to get to the men and freed Lopez who was transported by air for emergency treatment.

FURRY CADDIES DEBUT AT MINNESOTA LINKS

MIESVILLE, Minn. — Bruce Brage is opening a nine-hole golf course this month on his Dakota County family farm that will offer llamas as caddies. Brage, 37, figures using Andean llamas as caddies is just novel enough that it will persuade golfers to give his new Elmdale Hills Golf Course a try. He didn't say what they'd expect for a tip.

Lofts Seed, Inc.
World's largest marketer of turfgrass seed
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
(908) 356-8700  (800) 526-3890
Lofts Great Western
Albany, OR
(503) 928-3100  (800) 547-4063

CIRCLE #105
Court rules against golf facility in liability case

LOS ANGELES, Calif. — An appeals court here ruled that a golf course owner has a duty to design and maintain a golf course to minimize the risk that players will be hit by golf balls.

William C. Morgan had filed a complaint against Fuji Country USA, the owner and operator of a golf course, after he was hit on the head by an errant golf ball as he walked from the 5th tee box to a nearby beach.

Morgan contended Fuji was negligent in removing a pine tree which had deflected or otherwise protected players from balls hit from the 4th tee. Fuji asserted that Morgan knowingly assumed the risk of being struck with a golf ball.

A trial judge agreed with Fuji's assertion. But on appeal, Justice Daniel Kremer of the 4th District Court of Appeal found otherwise.

Citing a 1992 case, Kremer found that being struck by a golf ball is an inherent risk in playing golf, but it does not remove all responsibility for a golf course owner or operator, especially if there are dangerous areas on the course caused by poor design or without adequate safety protection.

Els opens course design office in Palm Springs

PALM DESERT, Calif. — Golfer Ernie Els has fulfilled many ambitions on the golf course, but now he's into something else. "For a long time, I've had an ambition to design courses," he explained.

Els, playing largely in America, has launched a new design company and has an office here. He is joined in his company, Els Clark Design, by Olive Clark, a former Ryder Cup player and broadcaster, who has concentrated on design over the last eight years.

"Our philosophy will be to work only on two or three courses at once," Clark said. "We intend to give each course maximum personal attention, but our fees will still be extremely competitive."

Els' and Clark's philosophy is to provide "user-friendly" courses coupled with designs which reflect dramatic interest, enjoyability and great variety.

Clark may be contacted in the United States at 619-771-0400.

Agreement puts Minn. layout back on track

PAYNESVILLE, Minn. — The developers of a proposed nine-hole expansion at the Koronis Hills Golf Course and the owners of an abutting biological preserve have reached an agreement to allow construction: a 17.3-acre buffer strip of wetlands and woods.

The buffer strip between the golf course and the Highgrove Bio-Reserve Lands preserve owned by Larry Ellis and Linda Liestman will be placed in a land trust easement to give it perpetual protection from development.

Ellis and Liestman had opposed the 70-acre expansion until the particulars of the buffer strip were agreed on.

If all goes as planned, the second nine, designed by Joel Goldstrand, could be ready for play in 1996.
letters

MOBILIZING THE INDUSTRY

To the editor:

Just a short note to thank you for running your article "Leslie Fund to Benefit Cleary Worker's Family" (May 1995) to publicize the Golf Course Superintendents Association of New Jersey's effort to solicit support for Bob Leslie's family after his tragic death. The emotional and financial assistance from turfgrass industry friends following tragic circumstances is very powerful when mobilized in such a fashion. As you know, our personal experience with my own family and I were strengthened immeasurably by similar industry support following our son's accident several years ago.

Do you believe her? I say, it doesn't matter. If your course has

VIT Bailed Out on Audubon

I know my New American College Dictionary is 32 years old and that English is a living, evolving language. But something troubles me here.

My 1963 dictionary in part defines "commitment" this way: "The act or state of giving in trust or charge; the act of committing, pledging or engaging oneself." The modern revision of the word reads more like: "I will stay with the project until it is no longer possible to proceed.

Well, it looks like we have a case in point, and I should add, it is in golf's own camp. Virginia Investment Trust, the apparent buyer of the Ocean Course at Kiawah Island, S.C. (see story page 3), has apparently reneged on a commitment with the Audubon Society of New York (ASNY) that the Audubon would be involved if VIT ever bought the property.

Do you believe her? I say, it doesn't matter. If your course has

Continued on page 34
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MOBILIZING THE INDUSTRY

To the editor:

Just a short note to thank you for running your article "Leslie Fund to Benefit Cleary Worker's Family" (May 1995) to publicize the Golf Course Superintendents Association of New Jersey's effort to solicit support for Bob Leslie's family after his tragic death. The emotional and financial assistance from turfgrass industry friends following tragic circumstances is very powerful when mobilized in such a fashion. As you know, our personal experience with my own family and I were strengthened immeasurably by similar industry support following our son's accident several years ago.

Once again, thanks for taking a supportive role.

Edward C. Horton
Resource Management
Pebble Beach Co.
Pebble Beach, Calif.

NETHON & TRAFFIC

To the editor:

In the article "Traffic control: Take your course to the next level, Otis urges," published in your March, 1995 issue, it was not stated that Otis had reported on the shortage of trained professionals. While there are "bad eggs" in any profession, I question Mr. McLoughlin's statement that there "may be fewer than five people across the country with the experience to generate a meaningful feasibility report." While the profession is a small one, I can immediately think of at least 10 individuals (not all of them SGA members) with considerable feasibility analysis experience.

In my opinion, all golf courses are operations that benefit from state-of-the-art analysis. The majority of these analyses are performed by the Society of Golf Appraisers (SGA). Those of us that are members and have the SGA designation have submitted to rigorous qualifications and most of us have experience performing feasibility analyses, market studies, impact studies and highest and best-use analyses as well as appraisals. Each SGA member is an MAI member of the Appraisal Institute, which in itself identifies a high level of education and qualification in the real estate analysis profession.

I have not met with or spoken to Mr. McLoughlin and welcome the opportunity of doing so to see if I would qualify for his "five." Additionally, I welcome the opportunity to introduce him to SGA and its membership qualifications.

I have not met with or spoken to Mr. McLoughlin and welcome the opportunity of doing so to see if I would qualify for his "five." Additionally, I welcome the opportunity to introduce him to SGA and its membership qualifications.

And although the Ocean Course had previously joined the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program, when asked if VIT would follow through with that commitment, Anderson replied: "No, I don't think there will be any plans either way in that regard." The agreement, though not a written agreement which states in part that if VIT's Ocean Course (TOC) acquires an ownership interest in the course "either pursuant to the RTC's

Continued on page 79
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Course owners must cooperate to survive & thrive

BY MIKE TINKER

Are you interested in an effective formula to improve your bottom line? Golf course owners and operators are making a significant positive impact to their bottom line working together in cooperative marketing, purchasing, research and governmental and regulatory affairs. Also, cooperative communications in building strong and effective bridges to decision-makers in the public and private sectors that are yielding additional positive results.

Clay Brittain, chairman of the board of the Myrtle Beach National Golf Co. — which owns 153 golf holes in Myrtle Beach, operates three hotels and is actively involved with his family in the travel, tourism and hotel industry — attributes working cooperatively with the local businesses in your industry as one of the keys to success.

"Working with others doesn't necessarily mean you don't compete," he says. "When you make the golf industry successful you have a better chance to be successful yourself."

He is proud to being one of the original organizers of the Myrtle Beach Golf Holiday, which is widely considered to be the largest and most effective golf marketing group in the country today. The Myrtle Beach cooperative effort attracts more than 2.5 million golf rounds a year and the number of courses in the area has grown from one in 1960 to more than 100 by 1997.

Each tax dollar spent on golf advertising produces $74 in spending by golfers. Working together, owners have realized group health insurance savings of 18 percent per employee with increased benefits. These are examples of cooperative efforts in South Carolina.

Mike Hughes, the Executive Director of the National Golf Course Owners Association, noted that "the answer to the question is finding the right people and giving them the necessary tools to perform their job. These services require experience, independence, and objectivity. The best consultants will not "rubber stamp" a project and the smartest will not seek that rubber stamp. If this is done, the experienced people will become more easily identified and the industry will benefit as a result with better projects coming from better planning."

Mike Tinkey has more than 20 years of experience in the resort, club and hospitality business. He is director of the NGCOA Smart Buy Program and president of Sports Management & Marketing Services, a consulting company specializing in golf and tennis resort and club operations.

Letters

Last, but certainly not least, Mr. McLoughlin suggests a national certification program for golf consultants. As we in the appraisal profession have learned all too well, more governmental intervention is not the answer. The answer is finding the right people and giving them the necessary tools to perform their job. These services require experience, independence, and objectivity. The best consultants will not "rubber stamp" a project and the smartest will not seek that rubber stamp. If this is done, the experienced people will become more easily identified and the industry will benefit as a result with better projects coming from better planning.

Laurence Hirsh, president Golf Property Analysts Harrisburg, Pa.

Kubota’s GF1800 diesel front mower delivers more power with its easily engaged Foot-Control-4WD. This "on demand" 4WD locks in on-the-go by simply pressing a pedal. The 18 horsepower GF1800, with its 3-cylinder diesel engine, is ideal for commercial mowing jobs that demand maximum performance and efficiency as well as outstanding maneuverability. There are three shaft-driven mower choices — 48" mulching rear discharge mower, 54" or 60" side discharge mowers — all with cutting heights from 1" to 4". The independent hydraulic PTO clutch ensures smooth mower engagement. The PTO brake stops the mower quickly and secures the PTO shaft when the PTO is disengaged. Hydraulic lift system is standard.

The hydrostatic transmission features a single pedal to manipulate both speed and direction, eliminating shifting and clutching. Four-wheel traction, and rear-wheel steering for tight turns, let you work efficiently on all types of grass.

The best quality cut, step up into Kubota's GF1800.

For information write to: KUBOTA TRACTOR CORPORATION P.O. Box 2992, Dept. GCN Torrance, CA 90509-2992 Financing available through Kubota Credit Corporation

GUEST COMMENTARY

Continued on page 34
Introducing Eagle fungicide
When it comes to maintaining healthy golf courses and long-term playability, new Eagle soars above other systemic fungicides.

Eagle gives you unbeatable control against tough diseases, like brown patch and dollar spot. Long-lasting performance.

Low use rates. And exceptional turf safety. So you can give golfers high-quality greens.

Fits 14-day schedules
For preventive or curative control, Eagle provides great results. You'll find the best performance, though, with a 14-day protectant schedule.

Even during July and August — when temperatures and humidity rise and disease pressure is highest — Eagle doesn't quit.

Eagle offers another big advantage over other systemics...turf safety. You won't see weakened roots, leaf damage or coarse turf blades.
LANDED.

So greens always look and play their best.

Other benefits
Eagle brings good news for applicators, too. Just six tenths of an ounce per 1,000 square feet gives you all the control you need. And mixing couldn't be easier. That's because Eagle comes in premeasured, water-soluble pouches you can toss right in the tank. There's no measuring, no mess and minimal worker exposure.

To find out more, see your local Rohm and Haas distributor. But don't wait long. Eagle is taking off fast.

For top-flight performance.

EAGLE
TURF & ORNAMENTAL FUNGICIDE

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS FOR EAGLE FUNGICIDE.

Eagle® is a registered trademark of Rohm and Haas Company.

©Rohm and Haas Company 1995

ROHM & HAAS

CIRCLE #108
Work Wonders.

Transport turf. Shift sand. There's very little E-Z-GO turf vehicles can't handle. Thanks to heavy load capacities. Spacious load beds. And a wide range of options and accessories to customize for virtually any job. So workers will be able to haul more. Handle bulkier loads. And get more done.

Call 1-800-241-5855. We'll put you in touch with your nearest E-Z-GO representative. You'll wonder how you ever got along without one.
TOURNAMENT TO ENDOW DUCH FUND

OAKMONT, Pa. — Oakmont Country Club will host the inaugural benefit golf tournament for the Joseph M. Duich Turfgrass Endowment at Pennsylvania State University on Oct. 9. The endowment was started through the efforts of Dr. Duich and other professors in the turf project at the university. Interest from the endowment will fund projects crucial to continuing turfgrass research, teaching and extension, according to Oakmont superintendent Mark Kuhns, who is chairman of the tournament. More information is available from Kuhns at 412-828-5867.

NO REGISTRATION REQUIRED

The governor of Nevada has signed a law redefining “golf cart” for the purpose of properly registering motor vehicles. Under the legislation, “golf cart” is defined as 1) having no fewer than three wheels in contact with the ground; and 2) designed to carry golf equipment and not more than four persons, including the driver. According to the National Club Association newsletter, vehicles meeting those criteria do not have to be registered as long as they remain on golf courses and designated areas and are operated during daylight hours.

FAZIO TABBED FOR OLD TOM MORRIS

ORLANDO, Fla. — Course architect Tom Fazio will receive the Old Tom Morris Award from the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America at the GCSAA’s international conference and show here next Feb. 10. The award recognizes individuals who have made outstanding contributions to the game. GCSAA President Gary T. Grigg cited Fazio’s “commitment to the game and to his community — especially all the personal time he devotes to the Boys and Girls Clubs — is a great example of the spirit that Old Tom brought to golf.”

CONFERENCEs COMBINED

BOSTON — The Golf Course Superintendents Association of New England is joining forces with the Massachussets Turf and Lawngrass Association to sponsor the Massachusetts Turf Conference in future years. The conference will move from Springield to the Marriott Conkey Plaza Hotel here, beginning next Jan. 15-17.

GOLF COURSE NEWS

Grass carp legislation falls short of supers’ hopes

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Water may be good for fish, but a watered-down legislative bill is of little use to the sterile grass carp or golf courses, according to the president of the California Golf Course Superintendents Association. Peter Bowman and other supporters of the grass carp, or white amur as it is called, had hoped the state Senate would approve a bill allowing use of the exotic, weed-eating fish in any golf course pond not draining into the Sacramento or San Joaquin rivers, the state’s two major watersheds north of Los Angeles.

The grass carp, which reaches weights of 80 pounds or more, eats massive quantities of weeds and algae. More than half the states have approved golf course use of the fish as an environmentally friendly alternative to herbicide use.

“Grass carp can be sterilized so that they won’t breed,” said Bowman, who is head superintendent at Merced Hills Golf Club. “The sterilization is successful in more than 99 percent.”

But it was that 1 percent of unsuccessful sterilizations that spoiled lawmakers. Fearing the possibility that fertile fish could somehow find their way into the rivers — where they could mate and produce offspring that would threaten the ecosystem of other fish — the Senate recently approved a revised bill that...

Continued on next page
Victory over carp measure termed 'hollow'

Continued from previous page

would restrict the fish to ponds in the three southern counties of Imperial, Riverside and San Bernardino.

That's 5 percent of the state's 58 counties. And Bowman expects the bill to be further watered down by the general assembly, which is expected to act on the measure by November.

"It's kind of a hollow victory," Bowman said. "The fish is already available with a special permit in two of the three counties. The more-northern counties were where we really hoped they could be used."

With environmentalists pressuring golf courses to find ways to reduce or eliminate pesticide use, Bowman was disappointed that legislators weren't willing to accept the minimal risk involved.

"They were afraid a fisherman might catch one and restock it into a river," he said. "Or a bird would snare one, try to carry it away and then accidentally drop it into the Sacramento."

"But even if that happened, that fertile fish would have to find a second fertile fish before it could mate. What are the odds of that ever happening?"

But Bowman knew his fish, err goose, was cooked when one legislator mentioned the movie *Jurassic Park*, which described how supposedly sterile, genetically engineered dinosaurs escaped from captivity and began to breed.

So, superintendents instead must continue to use pesticides and motor-driven weed harvesters to keep their ponds clean.

If a limited-use bill is finally passed, and there are no incidents of fish escapes the first few years, Bowman hopes the Legislature will eventually consider expanding the number of counties.

"Our worry now is that since the fish will probably be so rare [and thus valuable] one of the few courses that has the fish could sell some to one of the courses that shouldn't have it," said Bowman. He noted that overly restrictive legislation could establish a lucrative black market for the grass carp.

"I'd like to think all my fellow superintendents are honest. But you never know."

---

School Program operating in 1996. "It will grow slowly and superintendents will choose a variety of ways to get involved," Jones predicted.

GCSAA will financially support the program and promote its concept to its members, as well as have a hand in two training videos — one geared to superintendents and the other to teachers. The amount of financial support was not revealed.

"Critical from the teachers' perspective is realistic and justifiable educational goals.

Objectives must be stated that meet the teachers' curricula," Jones said. "The targeted grades are 3 through 6."

For the schools it will be a group effort, involving art, science, social studies, English and other teachers. "That's very important because it meets a broad range of education goals and lessens the burden on any one teacher," he added.

As in the South Florida and Chicago areas, where superintendents are already working with school systems, the program may include speakers, golf course tours, building nature trails and implementing environmental measures similar to those in the golf course program. New York Audubon experts will perform a resource inventory for participating schools, similar to the surveys done for participating golf facilities.

"We couldn't be more excited about it," Jones said. "It will be an opportunity for our members to get involved in their children's schools, and hopefully educate children about the realities of golf courses. They are hearing *Ranger Rick* stories and the negative side and not getting the true picture."

---

Schools the new arena for GCSAA's environmental movement
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---

*Now You Know Why 'Utility' Is Its Middle Name*
RUTGERS' LUND RESIGNS
Daryl B. Lund, executive dean at Rutgers University's Cook College, has resigned, effective in August, to accept a position at Cornell's state College of Agriculture and Life Sciences in New York. Lund, from Wisconsin, played a large role in analyzing New Jersey's farming industry, chairing a committee that issued a long and detailed report this past winter. He was also a strong supporter of the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies in Turfgrass Science (CISTS). He was named associate director of the state's agricultural experiment station and chairman of the food science department in 1988.

Six earn environmental certifications
Donald F. Ewoldt Jr. is the first superintendent to earn certificates in two Golf Course Superintendents Association of America Environmental Management Program specializations at the same time. He completed course work for the Integrated Plant Management and the Underground Storage Tank specializations at the San Francisco Conference and Show.

Ewoldt is director of grounds/superintendent at Sand Creek Country Club, Chesterton, Ind. Members from Arizona, Florida and Ohio also completed the IPM specialization. They are J. Mark Black, assistant vice president of club operations at Bonita Bay Club, Bonita Springs, Fla.; Ronald D. Powell, superintendent at Pinetop (Ariz.) Country Club; and Robert A. Radachi, superintendent of grounds at Stone Oak Country Club, Holland, Ohio. Individuals who had completed one or more of the six EMP specializations by Feb. 1, 1995, received a special designation in their listing in the 1995 Who's Who in Golf Course Management membership directory.

To learn more about GCSAA's Environmental Management Program, see pages 13-14 of your 1994-95 GCSAA Professional Development Catalog, or call Technician Training Coordinator Lynn Paul at 913-832-4475.

EPA report upbeat
Continued from page 13
benefit the environment."

Among the report highlights:
• Air quality — The statewide average concentration of the criteria pollutants carbon monoxide and ozone have both decreased by 20 percent since 1982.
• Pesticides — Field worker illnesses related to pesticide exposure have dropped dramatically from 111 in 1987 to 12 in 1993.
• Hazardous waste — The volume of hazardous waste has decreased almost 40 percent since 1984.
• Solid waste — The Integrated Waste Management Board will attain its 1995 goal to reduce waste entering landfills by 25 percent this year.
• Water — The number of leaking USTs reported has decreased from 4,000 in 1990 to 1,000 in 1993, while the number of leaking tanks being cleaned up has increased from 2,500 in 1990 to more than 6,000 in 1994.

"Superintendents are doing a great job reducing water usage," said Peter Bowman, Merced Hills Golf Club superintendent and Calif. GCSA president. "Manufacturers have responded to environmental concerns. You can't buy a new gas rental cart for a course after January 1 [which will reduce emissions]. Many courses have pulled out leaking USTs and are replacing them with above-ground tanks. Several courses have their own composting programs, which keeps dippings and debris out of landfills. And we've reduced pesticide usage dramatically by going to curative rather than preventive programs."

Pesticides were detected in 1.3 percent of 2,639 California monitoring wells, according to the state Department of Pesticide Regulation's (DPR) 1994 annual report on ground water testing for pesticides. Routine agricultural use was the reported source. Researchers detected five herbicides and one herbicide breakdown product. They included atrazine, bromacil, diuron, prometon, simazine and desisopropylatrazine (the breakdown product). All were found in previous years.

DPR first attempts to verify detection by analyzing new samples from positive wells. Nearby wells are also tested. If contamination levels are unsafe, the state may take corrective action. Past actions have included revocation of permits to use pesticides, modification of use practices to prevent groundwater contamination, or suspension of a chemical's registration in California.

The report summarizes 44 well-sampling surveys submitted between July 1993 and June 1994. The wells were located in 50 of the state's 58 counties. Pesticides were found in Colusa, San Joaquin, Solano, Yolo, Merced, Fresno, Glenn, Los Angeles, Riverside and Tulare counties.

MAINTENANCE
Six earn environmental certifications
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And the leader in the clubhouse is Iron Man Gray

By TERRY BUCHEEN

F RANKLIN, Mich. — He handles a heavy work schedule as superintendent at Franklin Hills Golf Club here, serves on the Green Section Committee of the U.S. Golf Association, the board of the Michigan Turfgrass Foundation and the Green Committee for the Golf Association of Michigan (GAM), and is co-chairman of the Michigan Turfgrass Conference. Yet Tom Gray has earned the moniker “The Iron Man” among course superintendents, not for these duties, but because he has played more than 100 rounds of golf every year the past 15 years.

A member of Golf Digest’s national ranking panel the past seven years, Gray’s 138 rounds in 1994 were the most of any golfer with GAM. By mid-June the 1.9 handicap player had played 51 rounds of golf this year. Some would say that is amazing for a person who lives in the Midwest. Gray merely shrugs and goes about his business, much like other Caro, Mich., natives, numbering about 50 people in the golf construction and turf industry.

Among his Caro compatriots are 21 people past and present who have worked for Wadsworth Golf Construction Co., course builder Paul Clute, course architect Tom Fazio, and a half dozen superintendents.

“While Gray comes from a community rich in golf tradition, he lays his accolades at the feet of Ted Woehrle, who hired Gray in 1980. Gray was just two years out of Michigan State University with a bachelor’s degree in crop and soil sciences. Working as superintendent at the 27-hole Grand Blanc Golf Club while it was going through receivership, Gray was superintendent, mechanic, and spraying technician all in one — surely setting the stage for his future Iron Man status. “I spent nine years learning the trade from Ted and sometimes I think that I should have stayed a couple of years longer and learned a little more,” Gray said.

“Joe is tough, smart, fair and patient. One of the most important things Ted gave me was the history of the turf industry. His father was in the turf industry, and I was able to learn from 50-years plus of experience.” At Oakland Hills, Gray was assistant primarily on the North Course, which served as a parking lot of the 1981 U.S. Senior Open and 1985 U.S. Open.

“It was an interesting experience trying to maintain a golf course while trying to prevent the least amount of damage from 50,000 cars that were parked throughout the tournament weeks,” Gray said. “The two USGA events were a lot of fun and a lot of work, but it is a grand experience. I think everyone who is into agronomy should go through the U.S. Open.” In 1988 Gray was hired at Franklin Hills, a private club that plays fewer than 20,000 rounds per year. Designed by Donald Ross and built in 1927, the course features long par-3s and par-4s and short par-5s.

Taking the lead of his mentor, Woehrle, Gray has tutored many on his 18-hole track. He has overseen eight assistants and 10 turfgrass students. He gives high marks to current assistants Tom Lawrence, Brett Berry, Derrick Robbins and Jim Johnson, as well as “great mechanics and a very supportive crew that has made me look pretty good over the past seven years.”

The Franklin Hills membership has been very supportive, “which makes it a fun place to work,” he added. “The manager, Michael Haeberlein, the golf pro, Bill Baldwin, and the superintendent all work together. It’s kind of incredible.”

Last year, Gray’s grounds crew proved its dedication elsewhere. They helped with the turf at the Pontiac Silverdome during the World Cup soccer matches. They worked eight hours at the golf course, then labored at the Silverdome until 11:30 p.m. every day.

“Dr. [John] ‘Trey’ Rogers was a taskmaster in trying to make the Silverdome look like a golf course,” Gray said. “The crew crawled on their hands and knees picking up every little piece of grass that wasn’t attached to the soil. All of the World Cup games were sold out, so there were only a few tickets for the crew. Most of our crew donated their time.”

The Iron Man credited two other superintendents besides Woehrle for giving him “enough experience in turf to survive” — Ron Foote at Forest Akers Golf Club and Ron Brandon when he was at Warwick Hills in Grand Blanc.
Luikens leaves Woodlands, forms comprehensive golf service
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developed for these purposes. For example, a wide array of organic and inorganic soil amendments has been attracting new construction methods have been proposed; more golf courses use recycled or alternative water sources for irrigation and construction costs have risen dramatically, threatening to limit the growth of the game.

The Turfgrass Research Committee has identified the goal of this new research effort: Identify the best combinations of construction, grow-in procedures, and post-construction maintenance practices that prevent long-term problems, reduce environmental impacts, and produce high-quality playing surfaces.

Preference will be given to research studies addressing issues related to hydrology and microbiology of greens built to USGA recommendations and to alternative methods. Projects incorporating disciplines such as soil physics, soil chemistry, soil microbiology, turfgrass physiology, and turfgrass pathology will be necessary to achieve the research goals.

These research studies will also give due consideration to environmental issues, and to the use of alternative water sources for golf course irrigation. Organic and inorganic soil amendments also need evaluation to determine, on the basis of sound scientific information, how they fit into construction methods.

Providing a quality putting surface is both an art and a science. A critical period in the life of a new putting green is from the time of seeding and springing to opening day. As the saying goes, time is money and, unfortunately, this time frame is often shortened and the turf growth accelerated to meet the deadline of opening day. This research will help define grow-in guidelines such as evaluating the impact of accelerated grow-in and possibly develop criteria for determining when a green is ready for play.

Proper care after the green is opened for play helps provide a quality putting surface. Potential research will investigate the effects of construction and cultural practices on the long-term performance of the green and the changes in the rootzone properties of a green over time.

All inquiries and questions about these research pre-proposals should be addressed to Dr. Michael P. Kenna, Director of USGA Green Section Research. Dr. Kenna may be contacted at P.O. Box 2227, Stillwater, OK 74076; or by telephone at 405-743-3900 or facsimile 405-743-3920.

Kimberly Erusha, PhD., is director of education and manager of technical communications at the United States Golf Association Green Section in Far Hills, N.J.
Wetting agents can help re-establish putting greens

By DAVE COUSART

ATHENS, Ga. — In September 1986, I had the opportunity to return to Athens to assume the duties of golf course superintendent and golf professional at the University of Georgia Golf Course. It was a move from Bermudagrass greens back to bentgrass. This opportunity has been quite a challenge.

Built in 1968, the UGA Golf Course is a Robert Trent Jones design offering a great challenge to any level of player. The greens were rebuilt between 1989 and 1990. We rebuilt nine greens at a time to U.S. Golf Association specifications. One of the main reasons was to increase the percolation (perc) rates to levels necessary for producing quality bentgrass putting surfaces. On a public course averaging 50,000 rounds a year, this was an absolute necessity. However, my perc rates are still sub-par four years after rebuilding.

Working with Tifton Physical Soil Testing Laboratory, samples show a perc range of 4 to 6 inches per hour. My observations have been that, despite a low percolation, we still have isolated hot spots on all humps, crowns, and tiers throughout the course.

In spring 1990, I knew I was going to have problems with the new greens. The use of a wetting agent was suggested. My experience with these products had not been good. I had problems with turf burn associated with wetting agent applications. Naturally, I was skeptical. I decided to experiment with Montco Product’s Surfside 37 wetting agent.

I set up small plots on my bentgrass nursery in June 1990. The wetting agent was applied on a clear afternoon when temperatures exceeded 85 degrees. Treatments consisted of 8, 16, 32 and 128 ounces per 1,000 square feet, and were not watered in after application. In fact, all irrigation was withheld until the next afternoon. This was not the recommended procedure for use, but I wanted to put the product through the wringer on the nursery before taking it to the greens.

The next afternoon I saw no phytotoxicity. The 128-ounce rate had no burn despite not watering in. Still full of reservations, I was convinced enough to treat my high spots and crowns with a backpack sprayer at 16 ounces per 1,000 square feet. We applied the wetting agent and hand watered these areas immediately after application as recommended on the label.

After this success with the isolated dry spots, I decided to treat entire green complexes. I assumed if a wetting agent could safely improve the water content on elevated areas, it might help reduce the need to syringe daily or nightly irrigation.

All assumptions have proved correct. Though I have not replicated with different plots, the results are consistent across the 18 greens and practice areas.

My program begins in mid-March with an application of 16 ounces per 1,000 square feet on all green complexes and 32 ounces per 1,000 square feet on all humps and high spots. This initial application is done immediately after spring aerification. Next, an application of 8 ounces per 1,000 square feet is made every three to four weeks from April through mid-September. The final September application is made when core aerification is completed. During the year, when fungicides or fertilizers are applied, a 1-ounce-per-1,000-square-foot rate is applied.

I saved more than 90 percent of my syringe labor budget as a result of these methods. The need for afternoon watering was basically eliminated. During summer 1993 we had to syringe less than 10 times in the afternoon. During summer 1994 we only had to syringe two afternoons.

COULD BE, WE’LL BE WAITING FOR QUITE SOME TIME. After all, a golf car as luxurious, as well engineered, as the new Yamaha Ultima® simply defies comparison.

But, then, that’s the way we designed it. From the ground up, we painstakingly analyzed and reinvented every aspect of the golf car. Resulting in a car whose very heart and soul were created for no other purpose than to achieve the ultimate in performance.

We started with the details, like a wider seat for greater comfort. Plus coil springs and an independent front suspension for a smoother, more controlled ride.

Then we wrapped these refinements in our revolutionary new Sentry Body Protection System. With a totally new body material, for the durability you need in the golfing
MAINTENANCE

Experiment over: Loxahatchee switches to Bermuda

BY PETER BLAIS
JUPITER, Fla. — After 11 years of pushing the bentgrass envelope in South Florida, The Loxahatchee Club began converting from bentgrass to Bermudagrass greens in mid-May.

"It's been an issue for at least the six years I've been here. It's just escalated recently," said Phil Shoemaker, head superintendent at what is believed to be the southernmost course with bentgrass greens in the Sunshine State.

Putting surfaces at the exclusive, Jack Nicklaus-designed layout were seeded with PennCross bentgrass prior to opening in 1984.

Hot, humid summer conditions caused the greens to thin to the point that they were not very playable, Shoemaker said. Even though the greens bulked back up by winter, when most of the layout's 17,000 annual rounds are played, enough members complained that the decision was finally made to switch to Bermuda.

"With the new mowers and cultural practices, you can get Bermudagrass greens rolling real close to bent, although not quite," Shoemaker said.

The switch was a contentious matter among members, some of whom had bought property on condition that they were not very playable. Shoemaker said. Even though the greens bulked back up by winter, when most of the layout's 17,000 annual rounds are played, enough members complained that the decision was finally made to switch to Bermuda.

"Now you have to worry about overseeding with ryegrass, the transition period from Bermuda to rye and the effects of a cold winter," Shoemaker said. "But Tifway is the standard here and for now, it's for the best."

In addition to returning the greens, Shoemaker plans on replacing the Tifway II fairways with Bermuda fairways and tees with a harder Tifwarf. Quality Grassing and Services Inc. of Lithia will do the grassing work. Nicklaus will oversee the project while redesigning the 8th and 18th holes for safety and real-estate reasons.

Plans were to fumigate greens, tees and three problem fairways in mid-to-late May, Shoemaker said. The entire course will receive two treatments of Roundup. Grassing will start by mid-June and should be completed by mid-July. That will give the course course grassers time to work on its scheduled Nov. 15 reopening.

"It's kind of a tight schedule, but we can meet it if we're aggressive," the superintendent said. "Our biggest concern is getting a big storm or a hurricane. Otherwise we're very comfortable with that schedule."

Admiral's Cove Golf Course in Jupiter and The Reserve Golf & Tennis Club in Fort St. Lucie converted from bentgrass to Bermudagrass greens in recent years, Shoemaker said. Loxahatchee was believed to be the southernmost club in Florida with bentgrass greens. That honor now passes to The Plantation at Ponte Vedra.

"It thins out a little in the summertime," said Jeremy MacDonald, an assistant pro at The Plantation. "But we're quite a bit farther north and we have an ocean breeze here that helps cool things off. We use fans, too, to help get us through the summer."

Asked if he thought Loxahatchee's bentgrass experience was a failure, Shoemaker responded: "Not at all. The greens lasted 10 years, which isn't bad. Those who favor bentgrass probably still do and those who like Bermudagrass probably feel the same. If a good strain of bentgrass comes along that can tolerate the conditions, it would probably be worth looking at. We have some turf plots going here with Penn State and Texas A&M universities that are showing some interesting things."

Wetting agents
Continued from previous page

The use of a wetting agent has helped eliminate hard-to-wet areas. By treating the entire greens complex, it seems water movement through the soil has improved. This has decreased the need for daily irrigation and nearly eliminates the need to syringe during the day. We have saved our operation more than $7,000 per year in labor costs during the summers of 1993 and 1994.

The bottom line in any golf operation is to provide the best facility for the least amount of money. And, in most cases, the operation must show a profit. The wetting agent we used has definitely contributed to the vast improvement of the Admiral's Cove Golf Course the last few years. Just ask the golfers.
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New bentgrasses stir superlatives from breeders

By Mark Leslie

A re the new bentgrasses coming to market this year almost too good to be true? Plant breeders who have discovered the germplasm, developed it, and nurtured it through the development process, believe so. Yet, they think even greater heights can be reached.

"I'm very excited," said Lofts Seed Director of Research Dr. Rich Hurley, whose new L-93 along with Crenshaw and Southshore bentgrass varieties all placed in the top 10 in the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) results, released in June.

"We've taken a cool-season grass and moved its areas of use from 100 to 150 miles south of where it was 20 years ago," said Hurley. "If you could comfortably grow bents in the mid-portion of the transition zone, now you can grow them in the southern part of the transition zone and maybe a little farther south. But you still can't grow them in Florida or the [summer] season is so long. Certainly, there are better bents for central Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Texas."

Engelke even points to success just north of Houston, where a golf course still reports "gorgeous" bentgrass greens four years after opening. "The bent is doing fantastically well and that is a very humid environment," Engelke said.

So what happens to the Penn series of grasses that have dominated the golf industry for years?

"If somebody could see Penncross with any of the new material, I think they would be shocked," Hurley said. "There is no reason to use Penncross for putting greens. It makes no sense at all. People say they like Penncross for its aggressiveness. But all the top eight or so are more aggressive than Penncross. Penncross is prone to spike marks, it's open and coarse, it's grainy. It doesn't have as good heat tolerance as other varieties. But yet a lot of people would dispute me and challenge me."

Added Lynch: "As the newer varieties come out and show better disease resistance, why plant something you know in advance is going to cause a headache?"

"We won't be putting Penncross on greens anymore," Engelke said flatly. "You have much better choices to work with."

Dutch himself is excited by the improvements in the new grasses, while putting turfgrass maintenance in perspective. "Some of the best greens I've ever seen are Penncross. And some of the worst are Penncross. A lot depends on soil conditions and management."

While Dutch's PSU A-4, A-1, G-6 and G-2 varieties didn't even exist five years ago.

"We continue to be real optimistic about the direction things are going," said Dr. Mitt Engelke of Texas A&M University. "The industry has got some really good choices now. Some of the new varieties are much stronger from a biological standpoint, and have stronger genetics. And I don't think that's going to stop. We will continue to add more and more physiological characteristics. We will start stacking them. We may find certain grasses that rise to the top for certain areas. They may be more niche-type grasses."

"We are starting to locate grasses with Multiple Physiological Characteristics, what I call MPCs. We want to bring together the heat tolerance, seed-production capability, high qualities, disease- and insect-resistance. We have identified the genetics for these. We are seeing this with new germplasms and genetics."

"If somebody could see Penncross with any of the new material, I think they would be shocked," Hurley said. "There is no reason to use Penncross for putting greens. It makes no sense at all. People say they like Penncross for its aggressiveness. But all the top eight or so are more aggressive than Penncross. Penncross is prone to spike marks, it's open and coarse, it's grainy. It doesn't have as good heat tolerance as other varieties. But yet a lot of people would dispute me and challenge me."

Added Lynch: "As the newer varieties come out and show better disease resistance, why plant something you know in advance is going to cause a headache?"

"We won't be putting Penncross on greens anymore," Engelke said flatly. "You have much better choices to work with."

Dutch himself is excited by the improvements in the new grasses, while putting turfgrass maintenance in perspective. "Some of the best greens I've ever seen are Penncross. And some of the worst are Penncross. A lot depends on soil conditions and management."

While Dutch's PSU A-4, A-1, G-6 and G-2 varieties didn't even exist five years ago.

"We've taken a cool-season grass and moved its areas of use from 100 to 150 miles south of where it was 20 years ago," said Hurley. "If you could comfortably grow bents in the mid-portion of the transition zone, now you can grow them in the southern part of the transition zone and maybe a little farther south. But you still can't grow them in Florida or the [summer] season is so long. Certainly, there are better bents for central Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Texas."

Engelke even points to success just north of Houston, where a golf course still reports "gorgeous" bentgrass greens four years after opening. "The bent is doing fantastically well and that is a very humid environment," Engelke said.

So what happens to the Penn series of grasses that have dominated the golf industry for years?

"If somebody could see Penncross with any of the new material, I think they would be shocked," Hurley said. "There is no reason to use Penncross for putting greens. It makes no sense at all. People say they like Penncross for its aggressiveness. But all the top eight or so are more aggressive than Penncross. Penncross is prone to spike marks, it's open and coarse, it's grainy. It doesn't have as good heat tolerance as other varieties. But yet a lot of people would dispute me and challenge me."

Added Lynch: "As the newer varieties come out and show better disease resistance, why plant something you know in advance is going to cause a headache?"

"We won't be putting Penncross on greens anymore," Engelke said flatly. "You have much better choices to work with."
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While Dutch's PSU A-4, A-1, G-6 and G-2 varieties didn't even exist five years ago.

Continued on next page
Blending cultivars the answer for some

By MARK LESLIE

Turfgrass blends. For some golf course superintendents, they are the answer to the question as to the best turfgrass to buy. For instance, Crenshaw is susceptible to dollar spot. Cato is not. Mixing the two results in an excellent blend.

"I don't even sell it," said Steve Tubbs, vice president of Turf Merchants Inc. "I know his environment, which greens are interested in sheer heat tolerance as I am in disease resistance," Lynch said. "Our ultimate goal is to reduce the amount of pesticides and fungicides used."

The idea is simple. Seed your favorite grass along with another that has characteristics that you're looking for in turf. For instance, Crenshaw is susceptible to dollar spot, Cato is not. Mixing the two results in an excellent blend.

The next generations of bentgrasses will run only 10,000 to 20,000 rounds, they say. You can manage that by choosing, Engelke said, 'The problem we have is getting them to recognize that they need a light Crenshaw in the blend or to do heavy verticutting. If a super understands a grass's strengths and weaknesses and manages toward them, the management doesn't have to preclude its use. PSU A1 and A4 and the PSU G2 and G6 produce heavy thatch. But you can manage for that.'

Continued from previous page

New bents superlative

"I think the most important thing is putting quality," Hurley said. "We'd actually like a three-way blend. L-93, Crenshaw and Southshore. Crenshaw has been popular." Dr. Milt Engelke of Texas A&M University added that superintendents can take advantage of some of the aggressive new grasses "that tend to thatch but have tremendous traffic tolerance... If the course will run only 10,000 to 20,000 rounds, they need a light Crenshaw in the blend or do heavy verticutting. If a super understands a grass's strengths and weaknesses and manages toward them, the management doesn't have to preclude its use. PSU A1 and A4 and the PSU G2 and G6 produce heavy thatch. But you can manage for that."
Even empty it's load

BIGGEST PAYLOAD IN THE INDUSTRY: 2,200 LBS (2,800 LBS TOTAL CAPACITY).

TAILGATE HINGED TOP & BOTTOM, WITH AUTO-RELEASE FOR DUMPING.

FULL REAR FENDERS HELP PROTECT AGAINST DIRT & DEBRIS BUILD-UP.

BRAKE / TAILLIGHTS.

REMOTE HYDRAULIC CONTROL.

FIFTH-WHEEL ATTACHMENT CAPABILITY.

OVERSIZED, 4-PLY ULTRA-TRAC FLOTATION TIRES, 24x13.50-12; MINIMIZE COMPACTION.

RUGGED STEEL FRAME.

TRUCK-TYPE DIFFERENTIAL AND REAR AXLE WITH HEAVY-DUTY TAPERED WHEEL BEARINGS.

BEEFY, MULTIPLE-LEAF SPRING SUSPENSION AND HEAVY-DUTY SHOCK ABSORBERS.

BIG 8.6" SELF-ADJUSTING HYDRAULIC, INTERNAL EXPANDING, DRUM-TYPE REAR BRAKES.

LIVE HYDRAULIC PTO FOR QUICK ATTACHMENT CHANGE-OUT – NO TOOLS NECESSARY.

4-SPEED TRANSMISSION WITH HIGH-LOW RANGE SELECTOR FOR & FORWARD SPEEDS FROM 1.7-19.5 MPH.

HEAVY-DUTY 7.25" COMMERCIAL CLUTCH.

The all-new Jacobsen SV Series – loaded with everything, ready for anything. This is the one customers like you have been asking for. A vehicle built from the ground up for toughness, and designed from the operator out for superior all-around productivity.
With so many features standard, the Jacobsen SV is more than a new utility truck. It’s the first true service vehicle system. A system that accommodates most leading attachment makes and models in addition to our own high-capacity, all-hydraulic line of attachments.

The Jacobsen SV Series. A bold new look. A bold new statement of what utility equipment value is all about.

For more information, or to arrange a demonstration of an SV Series vehicle, contact your Jacobsen dealer today.
As the British Open approaches, all eyes in golf focus on the British Isles. A key "player" is Michael F. Bonallack, OBE, secretary of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews since 1983 and one of Britain's all-time amateur golf champions. He received the Donald Ross Award from the ASGCA in 1991 Bonallack, OBE, received the Bobby Jones Award for distinguished sportsmanship in golf in 1972. Chairman of the Golf Foundation from 1977 to 1982, he also served as chairman of the Professional Golfers' Association Board of Management from 1976 to 1982, and president of the English Golf Union in 1982.

On Aug. 23 the NEC World Series of Golf will honor him as Ambassador of Golf. Every year since 1981 the tournament has honored someone who has "fostered the ideals of the game on an international level and whose concern for others extends beyond the golf course." Contribution editor Terry Burch recently conducted the following interview with him.

**Golf Course News**: What are your duties as R&A secretary?

**Michael Bonallack**: I am responsible for the day-to-day operation of the R&A ensuring that policies laid down by the General Committee are carried out by the Secretariat and Staff. This concerns both our role as a private members' golf club here in St. Andrews and as the governing authority for the Rules of Golf and Amateur Status and the organizers of various championships including the Open.

**GCN**: What is the procedure for selecting the course rotation for The Open Championship?

**MB**: There is no set course rotation for the Open Championship. There are, in fact, nine courses which we use from time to time, although we do try to bring the Championship back to St. Andrews more often than we do to other venues.

**GCN**: Who visits the head greenkeeper prior to The Open to make observations and recommendations? Are there specific specifications as to mowing heights, fairway widths, etc. for him to follow?

**MB**: We employ a consultant agronomist who visits all nine courses on the Championship rotation and who has regular meetings with the head greenkeeper at each course. In the year prior to the Open, the chairman of the Championship Committee and I make visits to the championship venue and discuss with them the width of fairways and the height of rough. However, generally speaking, on seaside links courses the width of fairways is governed by the bunkering and it is not normally necessary to grow much rough since this is put there by nature.

**GCN**: Do you specifically lay down mowing heights for the fairways or greens. But, as a general rule, we suggest greens run at approximately 9 1/2" on the Stimpmeter which is quite fast enough for links courses, especially if the wind is blowing.

**GCN**: I found it fascinating that courses on The Open rotation have automatic irrigation systems. Why is that?

**MB**: Irrigation systems were put in on the Open courses, not to make the courses greener, but just to make sure that during periods of drought there is sufficient water there to keep the course alive. Indeed, not all the Championship courses have full irrigation systems. In fact, Muirfield has no water on the fairways. If they need sprinklers, they have to be connected around the greens.

**GCN**: What are your philosophies for course set-up for The Open?

**MB**: Because of the natural features of links courses, the policy of setting up a course for the Open Championship is to have firm, fast fairways. Pins are sited in positions which mean only a drive in the right place will give the player a chance of getting near the hole with his second shot. **GCN**: Are courses on The Open rotation changed very much, architecturally or agronomically, the next time that each individual course hosts the championship? If so, how might they change?

**MB**: The courses have changed very little as far as architectural layout is concerned, although the last two years we found it necessary to have all the greens at Royal Birkdale re-laid because of problems with the soil and drainage. We took this opportunity to have the contours of the greens reshaped. **GCN**: Is there anything different in store for the 124th Open at St. Andrews this year?

**MB**: The course will be exactly the same for the '95 Open Championship as it was for the one in 1990. It would almost need an Act of Parliament to make any changes.

**GCN**: During a typical Open, what are the major concerns of players and how are they handled?

**MB**: The main issues are the condition of the golf course, the way in which rules are given, practice facilities, accommodation and transportation. All are handled by our offices. Committee members accompany each group of players to ensure decisions are given promptly.

**GCN**: How much time do you personally spend on the Rules of Golf administration? How long do the rules meetings, held every four years, usually last with the USGA?

**MB**: I do not become personally involved with any of the Rules of Golf meetings. We have a separate secretary who is responsible for the Rules of Golf Committee as well as the Amateur Status Committee. The meetings with the USGA are ongoing. As soon as one four-year cycle is finished, the joint committees start considering changes for the next cycle.

**GCN**: Generally there is one meeting per year between the joint committees. The final meeting, which lasts two or three days, is held approximately nine months before the new rule book comes into effect.

**GCN**: What is the hardest part about operating The Open?

**MB**: One of the biggest problems is adapting the tented village to fit the different venues. All of them vary in the size and layout and the logistics. All the simultaneous actions are also becoming an increasing headache because of the large numbers of players and overseas visitors that want to come to The Open.

**GCN**: What is the most fun about operating The Open?

**MB**: We always regard operating our championships as something which gives us pleasure to us and our staff. One of the best things is the final champagne party for the winner. That is the first time everybody can relax, knowing the Open has happened.

**GCN**: What is the hardest part of your job?

**MB**: I am fortunate to have a very capable staff which makes my job seem very easy.

**GCN**: What is the greatest satisfaction you receive as secretary of the R&A?

**MB**: One is for all the championships to go well. It is also a great satisfaction to have the financial success of The Open enables us to give grants to develop golf in many parts of the world and provide coaching for hundreds of young players.

**GCN**: What is the funniest thing you can remember happening during The Open?

**MB**: When we played at St. Andrews in 1984, the BBC carried out a very detailed survey of the course in early March to determine how many camera positions they needed and where they would be. They were therefore very interested when I sent out a press release saying the Championship Committee had decided to revert to the traditional course for The Open, which meant it would be played backwards, as it was before the turn of the century. I went on to describe the course going from the 1st tee to the 17th green, the 18th tee to the 16th green, and so on. The BBC producer was on the phone within minutes of receiving the press release and called me every name he could lay his hands on for a good two or three minutes before finally telling him that the date of the press release was April 1. We are still friends.

**GCN**: Do you visit with the players after The Open and listen to their reactions? What course of action do you take?

**MB**: We are always pleased to receive suggestions from players as to possible improvements and we certainly take note of them. If they are sensible we will do our best to implement them. For instance, there used to be no facilities for the children of players and we now have a creche for children's nursery. The practice facilities have improved in accordance with their wishes, and we consulted a number of players on a playoff format before deciding on four or five holes as opposed to either sudden death or an additional day. There are many others.
Rubber as top dressing

Continued from page 1

improved some infiltration rates and some aeration. But it didn’t protect the turf surface. Top dressing did, though, at layers that could be from 1/4 inch up to 3/4 inch of rubber.”

The idea is that the rubber itself absorbs the shock from traffic and the soil beneath it doesn’t become compacted. Also, the rubber particles are much softer edged and don’t have the abrasive action of sand, Rogers said in introducing the research results at a Lofts Seed Co. field day here in June.

“We’re very impressed and encouraged by this. We’re very confident about using it on athletic fields but cautious about golf courses,” he added, suggesting that for now it be applied at the end of cart paths and exits off greens. “We have to get the grass into good shape before you put the rubber down.”

“It’s not a cure-all. You still have to do everything else you normally do. But it’s got some real potential. It protects the heartbeats of the course.”

From studies performed by graduate student Tim Vinini, MSU researchers have settled on a recommendation that on traffic areas, if the turfgrass is mowed above 5/8 inch, use 1/2 to 3/4 inch of rubber. That amounts to 1,200 to 1,500 pounds of crumb rubber per 1,000 square feet. The cost is 14 to 20 cents per pound, the smaller size costing the higher rate.

"The smaller size works quicker, because it naturally works its way down to the bottom of the turf-soil interface. But once the larger size works its way down, we don’t see any difference,” Rogers said.

Regarding possible toxicity from the rubber, Rogers said: “We haven’t looked at all the compounds that come off the rubber. But as far as zinc, iron, manganese and copper are concerned, we’ve seen some increase in zinc and manganese but not in iron and copper. Even when we tilled rubber six inches into the soil, the soil levels were well below drinking standards, even after four years.

He said he was surprised to find the rubber does not cause heat problems. “In April, when the grass is low, it warms up the soil a little quicker. Later, when the turfgrass canopy is higher, it covers up the crumb rubber.”

Asking about aerating and core-cultivating the rubber into the soil, Rogers said: “I think if you had an area that you couldn’t grow grass in, and you wanted to seed it, you should core-cultivate it before seeding it anyway. I would do that, but still concentrate in having the majority of the rubber at the top. Don’t put the rubber down until you are almost ready to put traffic on it.”

Rogers dispelled any concern that too much rubber would work its way into the soil profile over a period of time.

“We have not seen the rubber migrate down into the soil profile,” he said. “It’s particle density is around 1.1 — much less than the soil density, which is around 2.6. Finally, and most important for golfers, he said, the rubber doesn’t affect hitting a golf ball.

MSU is receiving a use patent on crumb rubber. The university has granted licensing rights to a company which is calling the product Rebound Top Dressing. It can be reached at telephone 800-T95-TIRE.

Wood-fiber mats may answer range problems

BY MARK LESLIE

WILMINGTON, Ohio — Wood-fiber mats may be a sure-fire medium for superintendents interested in growing sod, according to Dr. John “Trey” Rogers of Michigan State University.

Speaking at a Lofts Seed Co. field day here in June, Rogers said MSU research on four- by 50-foot Ecomat proved viable for seeding.

“You can lay this mat out, seed it and mulch it, and grow it on your property,” he said. “The results are very promising so far. As long as you have the irrigation and fertility, you don’t have to have a soil base for any of these wood fibers. You can do it right on a parking lot and transfer it.”

Two people can pick up a sheet of this mat, even after it is watered,” he added, and “you can sod an area very quickly.”

If Silence Is Golden, Our DS Gas Cars Are Way Underpriced.

Noise was never meant to be part of the game of golf. But if your operation depends on gas powered cars, engine noise from an active fleet can make your otherwise peaceful course sound more like a go-cart track. That is, unless you have Tranquility.®

With Club Car’s revolutionary Tranquility powertrain, our DS Gasoline is every bit as smooth as an electric car, and almost as quiet. But don’t think that such quiet performance comes at the expense of power. Its 9-rated horsepower, overhead valve, 4-cycle engine makes the DS Gasoline powerful, clean running, and fuel efficient.

To hear the full story on our DS Gasoline, call 1-800-643-1010 for the Authorized Club Car, Representative nearest you. If you’re looking for an affordable way to give your members less noise, this is your golden opportunity.
Rygg leaves Squaw Creek for Estancia

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — Carl Rygg has been named director of golf course operations at The Estancia Club, a 375-member equity club under construction here, northeast of downtown. Rygg comes to the Tom Fazio-designed Estancia project from the Resort at Squaw Creek, where he directed all agronomic and arboretic programs.

JUPITER, Fla. — Chip Fowkes, late of Emerald Dunes in West Palm Beach, has joined Frenchmans Creek Country Club here as head superintendent. A superintendent at PGA National, Fowkes was head superintendent at Emerald Dunes for nearly six years. A former assistant, Steve Bernard, replaced him at Emerald Dunes.

HELEN, Ga. — Rob Shields has accepted the position of golf course superintendent at Innisbrook Golf Club here. He had been the head superintendent at Riverside Park Golf Club in Dublin.

INDEPENDENCE, Kan. — David Gann is the new golf course superintendent here at Independence Country Club.

WOODSTOCK, Vt. — Timothy Stanwood has been appointed golf course superintendent at the Woodstock Inn & Resort here. A University of Massachusetts graduate, Stanwood comes to Woodstock from the Glenelg Golf Course at the Equinox in nearby Manchester. He also trained at the Equinox's sister course, Glenelg in Scotland.

FAYETTEVILLE, Ga. — Billy Hukins has accepted the head superintendent's position at River's Edge Golf Club here. He was formerly the golf course superintendent at North Fulton Golf Course.

COFFEYVILLE, Kan. — Randy Sweet has accepted the position of head superintendent here at Hillcrest Country Club.

ANDALUSIA, Ala. — John Fake has left Andalusia Country Club here after accepting a position at the Innisbrook Resort in Tarpon Springs, Fla.

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Joe Durden has been named golf course superintendent at West Lake Country Club here. Durden had been an assistant superintendent at Augusta National Golf Club.

LAWRENCE, Kan. — Lonnie Melvin has been named the head golf course superintendent at Lakin Country Club here.

Kansas State University has placed three graduates in assistant golf course superintendent positions — all in state: Matt Miller is the new assistant at Willowbend in Wichita; Brian Ruder has joined the crew at Tallgrass Country Club, also in Wichita; and Kevin Wallace is the new assistant at Winfield Country Club.

In Georgia, the assistant superintendent market is hopping: James Thomason has accepted the assistant's position at Stouffer's Pine Isle Resort in Lake Lanier. Thomason had been with Ansley Golf Club. Replacing Thomason at Ansley GC is Luther Warrick, formerly an assistant at Lake Arrowhead in Waleska... Scott Hale is the new assistant the Country Club of Roswell under Cory Hopke. Hale had been with the Champions Club of Atlanta... Will Gross, formerly of Berkeley Hills Country Club, has accepted the assistant superintendent's position at Monroe Golf and Country Club.

GREEN BAY, Wis. — Marc Davison has joined the new Dick Nugent-designed Green Bay Country Club here as head golf course superintendent. Davison had been superintendent at the 36-hole Blackwolf Run resort in Kohler for seven years.

MALVERN, Pa. — Kirby Putt, head superintendent at Arizona Country Club in Phoenix, is taking over the reins at Chester Valley Golf Course, an 18-hole private course that is the site of the Bell Atlantic Senior Event. A former director of Cactus and Pine GCSA, Putt was at Arizona CC for seven years and before that was assistant superintendent for two years at Tucson (Ariz.) Country Club.
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WHERE THEY'RE GOING

INDEPENDENCE, Kan. — David Gann is the new golf course superintendent here at Independence Country Club.

WOODSTOCK, Vt. — Timothy Stanwood has been appointed golf course superintendent at the Woodstock Inn & Resort here. A University of Massachusetts graduate, Stanwood comes to Woodstock from the Glenelgs Golf Course at the Equinox in nearby Manchester. He also trained at the Equinox's sister course, Glenelgs in Scotland.

FAYETTEVILLE, Ga. — Billy Hukins has accepted the head superintendent's position at River's Edge Golf Club here. He was formerly the golf course superintendent at North Fulton Golf Course.

COFFEYVILLE, Kan. — Randy Sweet has accepted the position of head superintendent here at Hillcrest Country Club.

ANDALUSIA, Ala. — John Fake has left Andalusia Country Club here after accepting a position at the Innisbrook Resort in Tarpon Springs, Fla.

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Joe Durden has been named golf course superintendent at West Lake Country Club here. Durden had been an assistant superintendent at Augusta National Golf Club.

LAWRENCE, Kan. — Lonnie Melvin has been named the head golf course superintendent at Lakin Country Club here.

Kansas State University has placed three graduates in assistant golf course superintendent positions — all in state: Matt Miller is the new assistant at Willowbend in Wichita; Brian Ruder has joined the crew at Tallgrass Country Club, also in Wichita; and Kevin Wallace is the new assistant at Winfield Country Club.

In Georgia, the assistant superintendent market is hopping: James Thomason has accepted the assistant's position at Stouffer's Pine Isle Resort in Lake Lanier. Thomason had been with Ansley Golf Club. Replacing Thomason at Ansley GC is Luther Warrick, formerly an assistant at Lake Arrowhead in Waleska... Scott Hale is the new assistant the Country Club of Roswell under Cory Hopke. Hale had been with the Champions Club of Atlanta... Will Gross, formerly of Berkeley Hills Country Club, has accepted the assistant superintendent's position at Monroe Golf and Country Club.

GREEN BAY, Wis. — Marc Davison has joined the new Dick Nugent-designed Green Bay Country Club here as head golf course superintendent. Davison had been superintendent at the 36-hole Blackwolf Run resort in Kohler for seven years.

MALVERN, Pa. — Kirby Putt, head superintendent at Arizona Country Club in Phoenix, is taking over the reins at Chester Valley Golf Course, an 18-hole private course that is the site of the Bell Atlantic Senior Event. A former director of Cactus and Pine GCSA, Putt was at Arizona CC for seven years and before that was assistant superintendent for two years at Tucson (Ariz.) Country Club.
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Hurdzan Cooks up a treat outside Columbus

By Mark Leslie

SHVILLE, Ohio — From cornfield and atrazine to golf course and ecology. That is the story of Lees Creek here — a golf course that has transformed a flood plain into a wetland haven for waterfowl and other wildlife.

"I think it's probably a good prototype of what modern golf architecture is going to be in the years to come," said Dr. Michael Hurdzan, who designed the course along with PGA Tour pro John Cook. "It doesn't look contrived. It looks natural. It's believable, even though we did an enormous amount of earthwork. It enhances the environment."

For Hurdzan's consultant on Cook's Creek, PGA Tour pro John Cook, it is a family affair. His grandfather, Bert, and father, Jim, once farmed the land. Jim decided to build a golf course on it. John's sister and former LPGA Tour pro Cathy is interested as well, but the new mother will not be working there. GolfCorp, the public golf arm of ChubCorp, joined the project as majority owner, infusing finances and managing the facility, whose second nine opened at the end of June. "Our expertise is in operations and marketing. Jim and John will be involved to an extent, promotionally," said GolfCorp Senior Vice- President of Marketing C.J. McDaniel, adding that continued on next page

Continued on page 29

Philippines rich with possibilities

By Mark Leslie

MANILA, The Philippines — A stabilized government, combined with a hefty infusion of Hong Kong and other foreign money, is translating here into a golf development boom. "I see this as a second-wave development boom," said Mark Hollinger, vice-president and partner with J. Michael Poellot course architects. "Typically, the first level of development [in a country] targets tourists and foreigners. Then, as golf develops and matures — and as people realize the value in it and in creating value for real estate — it starts being marketed to locals."

Hollinger referred to a Poellot project called Mount Malarayat, a housing development with 27 holes of golf in Lipa City, south of Manila. "It is probably the only [non-resort] project in the Philippines right now. It's one of the early ones in the second wave — the first of a trend," he said.

Most of the projects combine foreign and Filipino money. "Historically," said architect Brad Benz, "it has been a Japanese initiative that got things going [in a golf boom]. In this instance, it's perhaps a little different in that some perceptive Filipinos are saying, 'Why can't we be a part of this?'"

Hollinger agreed that "most all the projects going on have a local partner. "A lot of foreign money has come into The Philippines — especially with the uncertainty of Hong Kong," he added. "There was an initial bailout a few years back from Singapore and Bangkok. Now a lot of the Hong Kong players are hedging their bets and want to stay as close to Hong Kong as they can. The Philippines, being stable…Continued on page 30
Pearson leaves Golden Bear, enters the fray of golf course design

By MARK LESTIE
JUNO BEACH, Fla. — Testing the waters and finding them tepid, golf course architect Tom Pearson has left Nicklaus Design Co. and formed Pearson Golf Design, headquartered here.

Opening his own firm, Pearson follows in the steps of former Nicklaus cohorts Jay Morrish, Bob Cupp, Scott Miller, Rick Jacobsen and Rick Robbins.

"I've been at Nicklaus Design a long time," Pearson said. "I always felt that I was at the top just by working with Jack. The only thing I could personally see that would be a step up would be to go on my own. This is that step."

Pearson spent 15 years working with Nicklaus and also worked with Robert von Hagge and Bruce Devlin, assisting Nicklaus and also worked with Robert von Hagge and Bruce Devlin, assisting Nicklaus and also worked with Robert von Hagge and Bruce Devlin, assisting Nicklaus and also worked with Robert von Hagge and Bruce Devlin, assisting Nicklaus and also worked with Robert von Hagge and Bruce Devlin.

Jim plans to build some housing on-site. That confluence over the years... In some ways I wonder if all this modernization and availability of equipment may have interfered with some of the mystique of golf design."

This is that. I've been on a lot of old golf courses that... In some ways I wonder if all this modernization and availability of equipment may have interfered with some of the mystique of golf design."

Hurdzan said/Those developers work. If there is wetland or something else, he has to obtain more land... Things don't just magically change as they're supposed to.

"We've always had to work with the land. Years ago it was the topography, soil conditions and things like that. Now it seems to be more the environment. And so it has always been a challenge to work with the land in one form or another."

Cooks Creek points way to future

Continued from previous page

Jim plans to build some housing the property. For them all, especially course builder Niebur Golf, it was a major undertaking confronted by one massive problem — flooding. The Scioto River runs along the 350-acre property and merges with Little Walnut Creek on-site. That confluence over the years has often submerged the property under three to four feet of flood water. "We explained it was a lousy site, virtually flat except for one huge ridge that runs down the middle," Hurdzan said. "But Jim said, 'By God, we'll do it anyway.'"

With the help of environmental groups and the Ohio departments of Natural Resources (DNR) and Fish and Wildlife, they have done just that. Some 63 acres of wetlands were created, and the soil dredged up was used to raise the fairways six to seven feet to get out of the flood plain and not alter any of the flood capacity of the valley. Some 800,000 cubic yards of dirt were moved.

"We had to build big detention areas," Hurdzan said. "Those areas became wetlands and, ultimately, the habitat."

Audubon Society of New York President Ron Dodson counted some 40 varieties of birds on the property when he visited to sign Cooks Creek into the group's Cooperative Sanctuary Program. "We're promoting the bluebirds," said superintendent Galen Scharenberg. "We've installed houses for American kestrels [small hawks], bluebirds, martins, barn owls, woodducks, bats... We have a blue heron rookery, and will start putting floating logs and tying them off in the lakes for them to perch on.

"It's not actually the bird houses that do the most good," Scharenberg added. "It's the natural areas, like the tall grasses. Whenever we clear areas for air circulation we pile the branches back up like wigwams. People don't realize that pile of sticks in the forest has 10 times the amount of animals than the birdhouses."

Ohio DNR personnel visit every several months to discuss what Cooks Creek is doing and how they can help Scharenberg and his crew.

"Initially, environmentalists saw our intentions were to do it right," Hurdzan said. "Once they saw that and we could show we weren't going to alter the flow of the river, that indeed we were going to stabilize the land to erosion, and increase the wildlife value of the site, they were thrilled."

The story line, Hurdzan said, is that "wetlands have always been unusable ground. We have taken modern earth-moving equipment and put the flood plain into recreational use without changing the intention of what a flood plain is all about — to allow for flood waters. The flood plain today is probably a better storage area than before."

"Cooks Creek? It's a narrow, three-to six-foot-wide creek that runs down through the Upland nine which looks down on the Bottoms nine set in the wetlands. "We made it," Hurdzan said, explaining that water from the river is pumped to an upland pond that flows down through the creek and the wetlands.

"So the water is circulating. It allows for greater biodiversity on the site," Hurdzan said.
Palmer, Nicklaus, Jones, Casper, others busy in Philippines

Continued from page 27

Signature course now under [President Fidel] Ramos, is a good place to put your money."

While Mount Malaraayat begins a new future of non-resort development providing golf for Filipinos, a number of other projects dot this Pacific paradise. Robert Trent Jones Sr., Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Billy Casper, Benaz, Nelson-Wright-Haworth, Andy Dye, Poellot... The list of golf course architects bustling about The Philippines goes on and on.

• Arnold Palmer Design opened two courses recently — The Legacy Golf Course at The Orchard G&CC in Dasmarinas, Cavite, and Banyan Tree Evercrest G&CC in Nasugbu, Batangas — and expects in late summer to begin construction on an 18-hole track, the Ayala-Cebu Golf Estates, in Cebu. It is being developed by Ayala Land Co. of The Philippines. The Legacy, whose grand opening in January was attended by Palmer and President Ramos, is a private members’ course, while Banyan Tree is a combination resort and members’ facility.

• Nicklaus is involved with Fil-Estate Golf and Development Inc. of Manila in three projects — one private, one resort and residential, and the third undecided. Antipolo, a private residential and resort development, will feature an 18-hole Nicklaus design that is under construction and should be completed next summer, with an opening in fall 1996. Loc Cove, an 18-hole private Nicklaus
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The spirit of St. Andrews, for giving us...
Q&A: Serafin
Continued from page 27

preparations for design of the course for the handicapped at Akron, Ohio. Is the public-access law going to impact the design of courses in the future?

Serafin: Definitely. Obviously, there is major concern about it. It’s something as designers we have to be aware of, and incorporate it into our designs.

GCN: Will it hamper the design?

Serafin: I don’t think so. Obviously, there is a part of the population who are handicapped and who want to play golf. We need to accommodate them. It’s the same thing as with women’s tees and the progress we’ve made in that the past few years. They want to play golf and we need to accommodate them.

GCN: Going off on your own was a huge step. Have you discovered that perhaps life was easier working for someone else?

Serafin: The first few years it was harder. I worked with Mike Hurdzan and Jack Kidwell for 4 1/2 years. In 1991 I started my own design firm. It has worked out well. I have been steadily busy throughout Central Ohio, and am looking to expand from there. As in any profession, it’s a matter of establishing your name in the market.

GCN: It’s something like a young actor looking for his first big break.

Serafin: Yes. I was very fortunate that I had the nine hole at the Players Club — Foxfire. It has literally led to almost all my other jobs. It’s been a domino effect.

GCN: Are more skills required now to be an architect than years ago?

Serafin: Yes. Everything progresses. Designers need to be more knowledgeable in a lot of different aspects — not just design. Turfgrass is more a science now.

So you need to have a basic agronomy background. You need to be aware of the environmental and disability issues and all the others. It’s all part of change, part of advancing. You need to change with the times.

GCN: Like the grasses.

Serafin: Exactly. They come out with new varieties every year. It’s something you need to be aware of.

GCN: Do most architects stay on top of the NTEP [National Turfgrass Evaluation Program] tests?

Serafin: I’m sure they all get copies of them. Whether they study them, I don’t know. I look at them, and I work one-on-one with the sales reps.

They deal with them all the time. And for the rest of us, it’s very hard to stay on top of that and on top of all the irrigation changes coming out, all the environmental issues. I talk to two or three reps, and then make a decision.

GCN: Is there a particular challenge you’d like to be faced with — a dream of a mountain site, or an ocean site, for instance?

Serafin: The Columbus market is actually saturated with private courses right now. Robert Trent Jones Jr. has built a couple [Wedgewood and Jefferson golf and country clubs] in the last few years. Jack Nicklaus II has done the Medallion Club. But there is a market for public golf courses.

The developers are not there to compete with Muirfield, Scioto, or Double Eagle. There is that potential. There is an internal challenge, not only to prove it to the owner but to yourself as well.

GCN: What are the toughest challenges that developers face today to get a project off the ground?

Serafin: Most the projects I have done have not had any environmental problems to speak of. Before the project even starts, we talk with the Department of Natural Resources and EPA [Environmental Protection Agency] and ask them what they need from us. Then we incorporate it. We try to avoid anything up front.

Continued on next page
Byrd, Cornish, Herfort elected ASGCA Fellows

Willard Byrd, Geoffrey Cornish and Don Herfort were elected Fellows of the American Society of Golf Course Architects at the society's recent annual meeting in St. Andrews, Scotland. ASGCA Fellows are regular members who have been in good standing for 10 years or more, have reached the age of 70 and have been approved by the ASGCA board of governors.

Byrd founded his firm in 1956 and has since developed more than 100 golf courses throughout the Southern United States. His designs include Atlanta Country Club in Atlanta; Heather Glen in Little River, S.C.; Country Club of North Carolina in Pinehurst, N.C.; Wentworth Plantation in Hilton Head Island, S.C.; and Longboat Key Club in Longboat Key, Fla. Cornish has designed more golf courses in New England (240) than anyone in history and is co-author with Ron Whitten of the definitive history of golf course architecture, The Architects of Golf.

A past ASGCA president, he is also one of only three ASGCA members to receive the society's annual Donald Ross Award for contributions to the profession of golf course architecture. Among Cornish's designs are the International Golf Club, Bolton, Mass.; Summerlea Golf & Country Club, Montreal; Center Valley Club, Center Valley, Pa.; The New Ashburn Golf Course, Halifax, Nova Scotia; and The QUEENee Club, QUEENee, VI.

Herfort, active as an architect since the mid-1960s, has designed 45 golf courses while remodeling or expanding an additional 100. To his credit are Northwoods Golf Course, Rhinelander, Wis.; Indian Hills Country Club, St. Paul, Minn.; Pebble Creek Golf Course, Boca, Md.; The Favrers, St. Paul, Minn.; and Oak Glen Country Club, Stillwater, Minn.


Q&A: Serafin

Continued from previous page

opportunity. But, like myself, we will be given that opportunity one of these days.

GCN: What is your philosophy of design?

Serafin: I am more of the natural, or minimal, type... The majority of my work is in public golf. These clients can't move a million yards of dirt, because once I leave, it's a going business, and how soon are they going to get a return on their investment? Much sooner if we move 200,000 or 300,000 yards of dirt as opposed to a million. That's my responsibility to the owner, also. If money's not an issue, that's fine. But I sit down with the owners at the outset of a project and find out their intent and priorities.

GCN: Should architects be more concerned with the speed-of-play issue?

Serafin: Definitely. You need to look at it on a project-by-project basis. How many people play there a year? If there aren't many, then you don't have to worry about speed of play. But if you're building a public golf course and you need to push through as many people as fast as possible, the architect needs to be aware of that. The greens, the bunker placement and other hazards all come into play.

GCN: What advice would you give to an aspiring golf course architect?

Serafin: There are so many already. There are three former employees of Mike Hurdzan who are in business in the Columbus area. As he said, 'Today's employees, tomorrow's competition.' That's true. There is so much growth in golf development that there are a lot of guys breaking off and taking advantage of that.

But, as for advice, they need a thorough understanding of turfgrass and construction. A background in landscape architecture will certainly help. I'd say: Just have a love for the business. I absolutely love what I do. I get up every morning and can't wait to get out on the projects and to see what progress has been made... and try to learn something new every day. Once you think you know everything, that's when you start regress.
Supers, mechanics none too pleased with mandated RFG

By J. Barry Mothers

Officially, the acronym RFG stands for reformulated gasoline. But some golf course mechanics and greens crews around the country might have their own spicy interpretation.

As part of the 1985 federal Clean Air Act, RFG became mandatory starting Jan. 1, 1995, in all or part of 18 states with the worst ozone and air pollution problems. RFG supposedly pollutes less because it has lower levels of volatile compounds like benzene and contains an oxygenate like ethanol.

But complaints and anecdotal evidence against the new, technically "cleaner" gas have been piling up.

Some golf course mechanics are finding RFG yields lower mileage, less "cleaner" gas have been piling up.

Because it has lower levels of volatile compounds like benzene and contains evidence against the new, technically finding RFG yields lower mileage, less "cleaner" gas have been piling up.

"The big surprise to me was mixed-gas items," said Eric Ingenbrandt, mechanic at the 18-hole Trenton (N.J.) Country Club (CC). "I have five Echo weed eaters (models SRM 2501, 2502) and on two of them had to do carburetor rebuilds because the diaphragms are wearing out. I've already cleaned carbon out of the mufflers once on all of them and changed spark plugs. I don't know how much can be attributed to this new gas...but prior to this I'd only done one carburetor in five years, and that was four years ago."

RFG is being used statewide in Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island and the District of Columbia. It is also required in metropolitan areas in parts of California, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency said some areas with less-serious ozone problems have elected to use it also. It was estimated 33 percent of all gasoline used in this country after Jan. 1, 1995 would be reformulated.

RFG -- also known as methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) -- is considered "cleaner" gas. The content of toxic benzene has been reduced from about 15 percent to around 1 percent. But benzene contains lubricants that help engines run smoothly. Without these lubricants, engines run drier and hotter, which can lead to a variety of problems with carburetors, cylinders, spark plugs and head gaskets.

EPA estimates RFG produces 15 to 17 percent less pollution than conventional gasoline by reducing harmful vehicle emissions of smog-forming compounds and air toxins. It also estimates 1.3 million tons of ozone-forming emissions will be prevented in the first phase of the program from 1995 to 1999. EPA conceded in an early press release that RFG "may" reduce gas mileage on cars by 1 or 2 percent and, that "Certain oxygenates may not be compatible with small lawn and garden equipment engines, especially older ones."

"I'm all for pollution control, but I don't think anybody thought this out," said Harold George, head mechanic at Country Club (CC). "We're also going to install a cellular phone on the back nine for emergencies due to the remoteness," explained CCP General Manager Albert Bertha. The front nine at CCP has accommodated play for two years, but delays in securing state wetland permits postponed completion until this spring. The course held its grand opening -- guard rails and all -- over the Memorial Day Weekend.

Continued on page 34

Cost may exceed practicality with natural gas cars

By Matthew Phillips

WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, Mich. -- First, they were electric-powered. Then came gasoline in 1971. And now, natural gas, the quest for better-performing, more economical and environmentally friendly golf car ever end?

Recently, Golf Course News sampled the latest breakthrough in golfing transportation here at The Orchards, a year-old Robert Trent Jones Jr. designed course 30 miles north of Detroit. Built 3,500 feet above a Michigan Consolidated Natural Gas (MichCon) natural gas storage facility, The Orchards is a fitting venue for the world's first fleet of natural gas golf cars.

However, the sheer expense of exploiting the field's fuel was formidable. Conversions run about $1,500 per car, and fueling stations can be upwards of $50,000 may prohibit widespread use of natural-gas-powered golf cars.

The Orchards' unique fleet was the product of a three-way collaboration. E-Z-GO supplied cars to Modern Engineering, which converted and engineered the burn natural gas. Once finished, MichCon stepped in to handle the fueling station and gas storage facilities.

The cars run on absorbed natural gas (ANG), a low-pressure gas fueling system. Environmentally, this system provides several benefits over its gasoline and electric siblings. Because of sealed fuel systems, the combustible fuel vapors do not escape. However, the sheer expense of exploiting the field's fuel was formidable. Conversions run about $1,500 per car, and fueling stations can be upwards of $50,000 may prohibit widespread use of natural-gas-powered golf cars.

The performance of the natural gas vehicle was simultaneously impressive and frustrating. Before the car goes anywhere, there is a three-to-four-second delay while you wait for the engine to "spool up." This can be a source of ire for golfers eager to reach the resting place of their last duff. Once moving, though, the ANG vehicle provides several benefits over its gasoline and electric siblings. Because of sealed fuel systems, the combustible fuel vapors do not escape.

The performance of the natural gas vehicle was simultaneously impressive and frustrating. Before the car goes anywhere, there is a three-to-four-second delay while you wait for the engine to "spool up." This can be a source of ire for golfers eager to reach the resting place of their last duff. Once moving, though, the ANG vehicle provides several benefits over its gasoline and electric siblings. Because of sealed fuel systems, the combustible fuel vapors do not escape.

As always with new technology, there are kinks to work out and eventual room for improvement and efficiencies. Absorbed natural gas-powered golf cars are no different. That having been said, early indications show ANG cars to be an environmentally sensitive, strong performing and a potentially economical golf transportation alternative -- attractive qualities to golf course managers everywhere, even if they like to walk.

Continued on page 34

Tools Of The Trade...

If you're involved in the golf industry, or planning to be, you'll need NGF's Tools Of The Trade for your business planning, forecasting, marketing or project development. The National Golf Foundation can answer your needs with just a simple phone call.

The NGF Comprehensive Information Catalog contains more than 200 information resources covering virtually every segment of the golf industry...Market Reports...Directories...Golf Course Development...Facility Operations and Maintenance...Rules and Etiquette...Player Development...Executive Summaries and much more.

To request your FREE NGF INFORMATION CATALOG, Call toll-free: 1-800-733-6006 You may order publications by phone or fax using VISA, Mastercard or American Express.
New Yamahauler specs unveiled

The Yamaha Golf Car Group has announced updated specifications and a modified front end on its Yamahauler lightweight utility vehicle. The engine has gone from 285 cc to 300 cc, while the horsepower has been increased from 8.6 to 9.5. Also, the Yamahauler's maximum speed is now 14 mph. It used to be 12.

The front body of the Yamahauler now emulates the widely acclaimed G-14 Ultima, which features: the Sentry Body Protection System and includes a 5 mph impact front bumper.

For more information on this and other Yamaha products, write Yamaha Golf Car Group, 1000 Georgia Hwy. 34 E, Newnan, Ga., 30265; or call 404-254-4153.

Path-Rangers keep cars on the path

The Micron Path-Ranger is permanently attached to the golf cart, concealed under the floor boards. Its patented sensor detects the texture of the surface over which the car travels and emits a warning signal when the car leaves the paved car path.

Upon hearing the signal, the operator has a predetermined number of seconds to return to the path. If the operator does not return, the car engine will stop running and remain stopped until unlocked by golf course personnel.

Uncooperative golfers will be embarrassed and will soon learn to observe the "stay-on-the-path" rule. Micron has made available a quick demonstration unit that is clamped easily on one of your golf carts so that you may try out the product to see for yourself how it will benefit you. For more information, contact the manufacturer at 617-762-5045.

Tour Smooth® is the affordable way to rake and smooth sand into perfect playing condition!

The trouble with ordinary bunker rakes is that they leave little ridges in the sand. The trouble with the new breed of "smoothing" rakes is that they're too expensive. Tour Smooth® by Standard Golf solves both problems. It smooths sand, and it's affordable, too! • Tour Smooth rakes are based on our long-lasting, hard-working Duo-Rake, but feature shorter teeth and a curved 15°, high-impact, molded plastic head. As the teeth rake the sand into place, the curved head follows behind, automatically leveling all those little ridges into a "steamroller smooth" playing surface. Add a sturdy 4-1/2 ft. fiberglass or aluminum handle, and you'll have an affordable tool that will last for years — and even float! ◆ Why get trapped with an inferior — or more expensive — rake? Contact your nearby Standard Golf distributor and ask about Tour Smooth. All things considered, it's the smoothest bunker rake in the business.

Think of it as a combination bunker rake and steamroller.
Continued from page 8

Ocean Course Purchase Agreements or otherwise, directly or indirectly, with any other person, entity or qualified organization participating in the auction, TOC agrees to grant ASNY $150,000 to enable ASNY to complete the environmental study...

The agreement, which included another $100,000 to ASNY at the end of its study, was signed by ASNY President Ron Dodson and TOC Vice President Daniel M. McCormack on Sept. 9, 1995.

Of course, that promise of $250,000 bit the dust with the other commitments. But ASNY personnel don't wish to work with people who have shunned, and some would say "used" them. (The first bid had to include an environmental group and VIT courted ASNY to join in the process.)

Ah, commitment. They say lack of it is a reason for the high divorce rate nowadays. Who would have thought inhabitants of Golf Nation would witness it in their own family?

Meanwhile, some may have been shocked at the seeming complicity of the government in this matter. The Resolution Trust Corp., which was such a stickler for involving environmental organizations in the original auction of the Ocean Course, apparently went into an environmental mess during the second sale. The RTC essentially trashed the original sale — the partnership of the New York Audubon and VIT — because neither would agree to a unilateral RTC provision allowing other environmental organizations to get involved, if they disagreed with how the Ocean Course was being managed.

But in the second auction, the RTC's agreement contains absolutely no language regarding environmental management of the course.

Spokesman Mike Fulwider simply stated that, under the Coastal Barrier Improvement Act, the RTC was obligated to market the property to environmental groups only the first 90 days (two years ago). Although several groups besides the New York Audubon had stated an interest, RTC took the position that it had fulfilled its commitment. Fulwider said, "Therefore, we were free to market it to the general public.... Our primary concern is meeting our statutory responsibilities and recovering as much as for the taxpayers as we can in the sale of that property."

People in the golf industry, especially in recent years, have promoted awareness that they are the true environmentalists — the ones enhancing wildlife habitat hands-on.

One entity alone can now threaten all that goodwill.

Who's involved in new golf course construction? he asked. "In the world, research is done by the architects, not the maintenance men. In effect, [the industry] is doing the same as asking the plant manager (caretaker) to design a good furnace, etc. The USGA gets dragged into this because of our green-spec guidelines."

Kenna added: "There's very little research into the most important factor: Ensuring you have a good property to work with and that it's built well."

There's no accounting for taste differences in turfgrasses, says Turf Merchants Inc. Vice President Steve Tubbs. "In Las Vegas, a desert, they are managing a New Jersey perennial ryegrass year-round. That's what they want. In Palm Springs, a desert, it's the opposite. They love Bermudagrass and want perennial ryes just to overseed and then to die out. And those two spots are only 200 miles apart."

Texas A&M University's Dr. Mill Engelke, a noted plant breeder, commenting on breeding turfgrasses: "It sounds like wedding preparations. You hear phrases like 'The prospects are excellent.' "

"I believe the gas is getting so involved it takes over your life. Once your priorities get out of line, it gets in the way. But, one person does compatriots from Honolulu to Halifax."

Like maintaining golf courses, designing them can be a stress on a family. It involves long days and sometimes long seasons for superintendents, long days and extensive travel for architects. Designer Barry Serafin, this month's Q&A subject (see page 77), puts his career and family in this perspective: "Right now, all my projects are in central Ohio [where he lives]. I have a six, a 3- and a 1-year-old and I like to be home as much as possible. You have to keep your priorities straight. It's so easy to get so involved it takes over your life. Once that happens, it gets in front of your God, in front of your family and things like that. Once your priorities get out of whack, so does your life."

Referring to his association's request for proposals on the construction of putting greens (see story page 13), U.S. Golf Association Director of Research Dr. Mike York said architects, archeologists and soil labs ought to back this. It should not be left solely in the hands of the USGA Green Section and superintendents, he argues.

"Who's involved in new golf course construction?" he asked. "In the world, research is done by the architects, not the maintenance men. In effect, [the industry] is doing the same as asking the plant manager (caretaker) to design a good furnace, etc. The USGA gets dragged into this because of our green-spec guidelines."

Kenna added: "There's very little research into the most important factor: Ensuring you have a good property to work with and that it's built well."

There's no accounting for taste differences in turfgrasses, says Turf Merchants Inc. Vice President Steve Tubbs. "In Las Vegas, a desert, they are managing a New Jersey perennial ryegrass year-round. That's what they want. In Palm Springs, a desert, it's the opposite. They love Bermudagrass and want perennial ryes just to overseed and then to die out. And those two spots are only 200 miles apart."

Texas A&M University's Dr. Mill Engelke, a noted plant breeder, commenting on breeding turfgrasses: "It sounds like wedding preparations. You hear phrases like 'The prospects are exceellent.' "

"I believe the gas is getting so involved it takes over your life. Once your priorities get out of line, it gets in the way. But, one person does compatriots from Honolulu to Halifax."
The incentive is profits in the incentive business

By Peter Blais

Rewarding productive employees and making travel vacations has been one of the most successful methods for corporations to keep their best workers.

Warmer locales such as Florida, Southern California, Hawaii and the Caribbean have been the traditional destinations to which companies have sent their best sales people, department heads who come in under budget or supervisors with strong safety records.

Increasingly, golf courses, particularly in Northern areas, are beginning to see corporate incentive travel as a way to fill rounds at their facilities and are tapping into the lucrative $5.2 billion market.

"Corporate incentive packages make up to 20 percent of our rounds," said Shanty Creek (Mich.) Director of Marketing Barry Godwin.

The incentive travel business at the Bellaire, Mich., complex has been growing steadily in recent years, Godwin said. Attracted by the nationally ranked Legend Course as well as the Northern Michigan resort's other three layouts, corporations are increasingly looking at the area's golf packages as a way to reward their best employees.

Incentive groups average about 50 people with average stays of two nights/three days, Godwin reported.

BRIEFS

Cobblestone buys Hills at Lakeway

AUSTIN, Texas — Cobblestone Golf Group has acquired the Hills at Lakeway from The Hillwood Co., a real estate development firm operated by Ross Perot Jr. The complex includes three golf courses, The Academy of Golf and The World of Tennis. The Hills at Lakeway represents Cobblestone's largest single acquisition.

Del Mar, California-based Cobblestone operates 19 golf courses throughout the country.

MARTTY INVADES ATLANTA

ATLANTA — Marty Golf Management has signed a management consulting agreement to oversee course development, marketing and grand opening phases of The Heritage Club for developer Maurice Whyte.

Construction has begun and plans are for the new facility to open in November, said President Thomas Marty.

LA EXTENDS GOLFCORP LEASE

DIAMOND BAR, Calif. — Los Angeles County has agreed to a 15-year extension of GolfCorp's management agreement at Diamond Bar Golf Course.

The Club Corporation International subsidiary has operated the county-owned, 18-hole, daily-fee facility since 1987.

More than $1.4 million of course improvements are underway, including a renovated driving range and new irrigation system.

AGCC SIGNS THE SACRAMENTO

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — American Golf Country Clubs (a division of American Golf Corp.) has received a long-term operating lease for Oaks Golf & Country Club in Nicolaus, located approximately 20 minutes from Sacramento. The private, 18-hole layout is tentatively scheduled to open early next year.

NAG NAMES RIPPEY PRESIDENT

LOMBARD, Ill. — Michael Rippey has been named president of North American Golf Corp., which provides golf course development and management company based here.

Rippey takes over the position previously held by George Roukke, who will remain as principal stockholder and director.

NAG manages seven courses, primarily in the Midwest.

Golf Course News

Shanty Creek Golf Course has successfully catered to the corporate incentive travel market.

Official says clubs take insufficient time selecting course superintendent

By Peter Blais

San Francisco — The superintendent is in charge of the primary asset at many clubs. And yet, few clubs take sufficient care in selecting the most important individual on payroll, according to Reed Mackenzie, past president of Hazeltine National Golf Club in Chaska, Minnesota.

"The most important thing a club can do is analyze its own situation and decide what it wants from its superintendent," said Mackenzie, who has been part of the Hazeltine search committee for two superintendents, Chris Hague and his successor, Patty Knaggs.

No books or pamphlets were available to instruct the Hazeltine greens committee how to begin the search process when its superintendent abruptly quit back in 1982 just prior to the U.S. Senior Open.

The club was fortunate to land Hague, who guided the Northern Michigan resort's other three layouts, corporations are increasingly looking at the area's golf packages as a way to reward their best employees.

Incentive groups average about 50 people with average stays of two nights/three days, Godwin reported.

Mackenzie said the committee refined its technique and was better prepared when it hired Knaggs three years ago, he added.

While there is no standard operating procedure for hiring a course manager, Mackenzie recounted Hazeltine's guidelines during the International Conference and Show.

• Appoint a chairman of the search committee.

The green chairman is often the person selected. The most important thing, however, is that it be someone with sufficient time to devote to the search.

• Establish a selection committee of three to six people. Members should be familiar with golf, club facilities, budgetary process and superintendent responsibilities.

A woman and a financial expert should be part of the committee. Members should have eight to 10 weeks to devote to the search.

• Develop a detailed job description.

This allows the committee to focus on its needs and applicants to know what will be expected. The GCSAA, association chapters, U.S. Golf Association and other clubs can help formulate a job description.

• In addition to lines of authority, salary and budget size, other items on the job description might include club expectations regarding the superintendent's participation in professional associations, educating interns, dealing with local government boards and enrolling in classes.

• Establish a compensation package that

Continued on page 37
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"The most important thing a club can do is analyze its own situation and decide what it wants from its superintendent," said Mackenzie, who has been part of the Hazeltine search committee for two superintendents, Chris Hague and his successor, Patty Knaggs.

No books or pamphlets were available to instruct the Hazeltine greens committee how to begin the search process when its superintendent abruptly quit back in 1982 just prior to the U.S. Senior Open.

The club was fortunate to land Hague, who guided the Northern Michigan resort's other three layouts, corporations are increasingly looking at the area's golf packages as a way to reward their best employees. Incentive groups average about 50 people with average stays of two nights/three days, Godwin reported.

Mackenzie said the committee refined its technique and was better prepared when it hired Knaggs three years ago, he added.

While there is no standard operating procedure for hiring a course manager, Mackenzie recounted Hazeltine's guidelines during the International Conference and Show.

• Appoint a chairman of the search committee.

The green chairman is often the person selected. The most important thing, however, is that it be someone with sufficient time to devote to the search.

• Establish a selection committee of three to six people. Members should be familiar with golf, club facilities, budgetary process and superintendent responsibilities.

A woman and a financial expert should be part of the committee. Members should have eight to 10 weeks to devote to the search.

• Develop a detailed job description.

This allows the committee to focus on its needs and applicants to know what will be expected. The GCSAA, association chapters, U.S. Golf Association and other clubs can help formulate a job description.

• In addition to lines of authority, salary and budget size, other items on the job description might include club expectations regarding the superintendent's participation in professional associations, educating interns, dealing with local government boards and enrolling in classes.

• Establish a compensation package that
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San Francisco — The superintendent is in charge of the primary asset at many clubs. And yet, few clubs take sufficient care in selecting the most important individual on payroll, according to Reed Mackenzie, past president of Hazeltine National Golf Club in Chaska, Minnesota.

"The most important thing a club can do is analyze its own situation and decide what it wants from its superintendent," said Mackenzie, who has been part of the Hazeltine search committee for two superintendents, Chris Hague and his successor, Patty Knaggs.

No books or pamphlets were available to instruct the Hazeltine greens committee how to begin the search process when its superintendent abruptly quit back in 1982 just prior to the U.S. Senior Open.

The club was fortunate to land Hague, who guided the Northern Michigan resort's other three layouts, corporations are increasingly looking at the area's golf packages as a way to reward their best employees. Incentive groups average about 50 people with average stays of two nights/three days, Godwin reported.

Mackenzie said the committee refined its technique and was better prepared when it hired Knaggs three years ago, he added.

While there is no standard operating procedure for hiring a course manager, Mackenzie recounted Hazeltine's guidelines during the International Conference and Show.

• Appoint a chairman of the search committee.

The green chairman is often the person selected. The most important thing, however, is that it be someone with sufficient time to devote to the search.

• Establish a selection committee of three to six people. Members should be familiar with golf, club facilities, budgetary process and superintendent responsibilities.

A woman and a financial expert should be part of the committee. Members should have eight to 10 weeks to devote to the search.

• Develop a detailed job description.

This allows the committee to focus on its needs and applicants to know what will be expected. The GCSAA, association chapters, U.S. Golf Association and other clubs can help formulate a job description.

• In addition to lines of authority, salary and budget size, other items on the job description might include club expectations regarding the superintendent's participation in professional associations, educating interns, dealing with local government boards and enrolling in classes.

• Establish a compensation package that
Brassie to move headquarters to western Florida

ST. LOUIS — Brassie Golf Corp. will relocate its headquarters from here to Tampa, Fla., now that its merger with Club Operations and Property Management is complete.

With the official closing in June, Brassie now owns and manages 48 courses in 15 states as well as five courses in Mexico, making it the country's third-largest management firm and second-largest among U.S. publicly held management companies, according to Brassie.

Brassie also reported its pre-merger financial results for the first quarter of 1995. The company reported revenues of $2.45 million, up 112 percent from the $1.16 million for the same period a year earlier. Management noted the increases primarily reflected the April 1994 acquisition of three additional courses.

The firm reported a net loss of $168,330 (1 cent per share) compared to a net income of $19,319 (0 cents per share based on 10.6 million shares) a year earlier.

In addition to the recent opening of The Gauntlet at Curtis Park in Stafford County, Va., Brassie also expects to complete negotiations within 90 days on a long-term lease and related financing to develop an 18-hole, Hale Irwin-designed course in Virginia Beach, Va.

Frank Stover

NCA elections

Continued from page 35

Elected to serve in other officer positions were Victor Mauck, interim vice president; Charles Forbes, treasurer; and J. Bryan Williams, secretary.

Frank Stover was elected to the board of directors, expanding that body to 11 members.

Stover, a certified club manager, is general manager of the Chicago Club, located in the nation's third-largest city. A past president of the Cornell Society of Hotelmen, he is also a member of the Club Managers Association of America and Chaine de Rotisseurs.

The most complex, special equipment you'll need to invest in with our closed system.

If you want to use a fungicide in a closed system, here’s what you do. Get out your hose, fill your tank, throw in a new BAYLETON® turf and ornamental fungicide water soluble packet and you’re ready to go. You don’t need to invest in a special metering and measuring device with lots of gizmos, whizzbangs and doodads. Which means you don’t have to learn how to operate it, or fix it, or find a place to put it.

Better yet, you don’t have to invest in a year’s worth of fungicide that comes with those special devices. Like all closed systems, you reduce worker exposure and container disposal hassles. Best of all, you get the premium protection of the industry’s leading fungicide—BAYLETON.

If you’d like more information, call us toll-free at 1-800-842-8020. Or if you’d like, write to us at Miles Inc., Specialty Products, Box 493, Kansas City, MO 64120.

Pick up the new water soluble packets of BAYLETON. Then use all that money you didn’t spend on a measuring and metering device for something more useful.

Always read and follow label directions. © 1995 Miles Inc. 95S10A024
Celebrities target of NYC charity effort

RANDALLS ISLAND, N.Y. — Four New York City personalities became the target of flying golf balls this spring when Randall’s Island Golf and Family Entertainment Center unveiled 8-foot targets bearing the caricatures of David Letterman, Madonna, George Steinbrenner and Donald Trump. The caricatures were part of a day-long fundraiser May 7 in which the public was invited to “Aim for the Stars” with a portion of fees benefitting local junior golf programs.

“The caricatures represent four of the city’s most beloved and controversial residents, and we thought it would be a big hit to give local residents the chance to get some good-humored aggression while raising funds for a worthy cause,” said General Manager Rob Halabov.

American Golf Corp. operates the Randall's Island facility.

Storage tanks

Continued from page 1

N. Y. Yankees owner George Steinbrenner was among four celebrities whose caricature was used as a target during a recent New York City fundraiser.

Selecting a super

Continued from page 35

Includes salary, insurance, club privileges, vehicle and/or housing allowance.

• Identify candidates. If the job is advertised nationally, expect many applicants. Haste impaired nationally in 1989 and received 225 resumes. Just searching locally, however, doesn’t attract enough quality applicants. Mackenzie recommended concentrating on the state GCSAA chapter, regional USGA agronomist and state golf association for names of “qualified” applicants.

• Tell potential candidates what is expected in terms of application materials — resumes, salary expectations, educational background, etc. Have candidates write a 500-word essay on why their experience matches the club’s needs.

• Whittle down the entire pool of applicants to 10-15 candidates. Check references and conduct phone interviews with these individuals. A conference call with all members of the selection committee presents works well at this stage. Following the phone interview, each committee member rates the candidates on a scale of 1 to 10.

• Narrow this group down to three to five finalists. If possible, have a selection committee member visit each finalist’s club for a tour and inspection. Invite each finalist for a personal interview at the club’s expense. Prior to the interview, allow each finalist to visit with club staff to get a feel for the operation and prepare for the interview.

• Finalists should meet with one to three selection committee members at a time rather than all committee members at once. Candidates should speak 80 percent of the time and the interviewers no more than 20 percent. During the interview, selection committee members should avoid first impressions and what-if questions; compare the candidates to the job description rather than to each other; use open-ended rather than yes/no questions; and provide the candidate a chance to ask questions.

• Once the committee reaches a consensus, make an offer to the top candidate.

• Don’t tell the other candidates until the first choice officially accepts the position since no one wants to know they were actually the second or third choice.

“The most important thing is not to drop everything once a superintendent is hired,” Mackenzie said. “The job description should become part of the performance review so that the superintendent knows what he needs to improve on and what he is doing well.”

To avoid financial problems, EPA has encouraged states to require their funds to have larger cash reserves, higher deductibles and the authority to raise levies if revenues begin to fall behind claims, Ng said.

Pennsylvania has managed to avoid the financial pitfalls experienced elsewhere. In fact, the state’s mandatory program is running a healthy surplus, according to George Chapman, claims manager with the state UST Identification Fund. The key to Pennsylvania’s success is that it closely scrutinizes all claims and performed detailed actuarial studies regarding projected funding and costs before implementation, Chapman said.

“We control remediation costs by requiring that tank owners make serious efforts to have their tanks in compliance with state and federal laws,” Chapman said.

To help control the number of claims it accepts and how much is paid, EPA encourages states to adopt risk-based, cost-effective action processes. This method calls for a ranking so that those spills posing the greatest threat are cleaned first. Additionally, only the areas needing cleaning within the spill area are actually cleaned, thereby avoiding unnecessary costs.

Still several state programs are in trouble and could disappear in the near future unless their financial picture brightens. Additionally, many of the healthy funds will likely be phased out as existing problems are taken care of. That means private insurance will be used more frequently in the future to cover tank owners, Ng said.

“That would be a good trend,” Ng said. “Why should a state provide coverage if affordable, private insurance is available.”

But tank owners frequently complain private insurance is too expensive. Not so, said David Brixen, an environmental scientist with the Delaware Division of Air and Water Management’s UST Branch.

Delaware began enforcing financial responsibility requirements in December 1993 but soon suspended any enforcement actions when it realized many tank owners were failing to comply. The department established a special advisory committee to determine whether private insurance was indeed available and affordable, or if a state fund should be established.

The committee decided that private insurance was both easy to find and fairly inexpensive, making a state-operated program unnecessary.

“The average cost for a three-tank site [which includes most courses] is $500 to $600 a year. That’s less than the $2 to 3 cents-per-gallon surcharge often used to finance state funds,” Brixen said.

Beginning July 1, all Delaware tank owners/operators not in compliance will be subject to penalties ranging up to $2,500 per day, Brixen said.

YOUR BATTERIES
BUILDING
FOR THESE!

NO OTHER BATTERY CHARGER CAN MAINTAIN FULL CHARGE ON YOUR GROUNDS EQUIPMENT BATTERIES LIKE DELTRAN CHARGERS AND TENDERS® CAN.

Just two of six Deltran models available

Only Deltran’s Technologically-advanced SuperSmart® Battery Tenders® and Chargers can keep your grounds equipment batteries constantly charged and ready to roll, no matter how long they sit. Even if it’s over an entire winter.

Here are battery Chargers and Tenders® so advanced their unique micro-chip circuitry not only charges your batteries, it maintains them at full charge indefinitely! No overcharging or overcharging. No gassing or bubbling over. No cycling up and down. No normal battery charger or trickle charger can do this. Fact is, they can actually overcharge and destroy a battery if left unplugged.

Deltran Chargers and Tenders® even monitor the battery, adjusting themselves to the ambient temperature.

And they need no fuses. The micro-chip circuitry won’t activate the output until the clips are correctly connected to a battery! There are six models available, from a big 20-amp Charger for your heavy gear, down to a 1.25 amp tender.

Call or write today for all the details.

GOLF COURSE NEWS

N.Y. Yankees owner George Steinbrenner was among four celebrities whose caricature was used as a target during a recent New York City fundraiser.
food and other amenities all have to be of corporate incentive travel quality."

The downsizing of companies and budgets in the wake of recent lean economic times has presented some opportunities for Northern golf resorts that can cater to regional conference and incentive travel customers. "It's much more cost effective for, say, a Chicago company to hold its corporate meeting or send its best salespeople to a Michigan resort rather than Florida, Hawaii or the Caribbean," Grom said. "Companies have cut back on travel and are looking at more regional meetings and incentive packages Northern golf resorts are in a good position to go after them."

Sugarloaf Golf Club in Kingfield, Maine, is becoming increasingly involved in the regional market and targets Maine companies. "Some stay at the hotel, but most of our incentive players come up for the day," said Sugarloaf Conference Sales Manager Scott Wentzel. "The company will typically spend $75 on green fees and a cart plus another $50 or more in the clubhouse. We get a lot of foursomes and occasionally groups of 15, 20 or more."

Travel agencies specializing in corporate and golf travel typically book incentive and meeting arrangements for their clients. Moritz Travel of St. Louis, for instance, reportedly books $200 million of incentive travel annually. "One way to get involved in the incentive travel market is to contact some of the larger incentive and golf travel agencies," said William Hogan, managing director of Wide World of Golf, a golf travel firm based in Carmel, Calif. "Put together a packet of information and send it out."

Grom had several additional suggestions:

• Go to the local convention and visitors bureau and get a feel for the types of companies that have expressed interest in that area.
• Contact the two best-known corporate travel associations — Meeting Planners International (214-712-7700) and the Society of Incentive Travel Executives (212-575-0910) — for information or to purchase mailing lists.
• Send press releases and consider advertising in corporate travel publications.
• Put together a public relations and marketing package stressing golf packages.

"With tight budgets, corporate travel planners are looking for extras when deciding between destinations," Grom said. "Consider something like a free cocktail party or golf tournament for anyone booking at least 50 rooms. The cost is minimal and it might mean the difference in being selected."

Golf Links to manage Tenn. layout

MANCHESTER, Tenn. — Willowbrook Golf Club, a new 18-hole public golf course here, has chosen Golf Links Inc. of Hermitage as its management company. Golf Links President Jerry Lemons, who also designed Willowbrook's 7,021-yard layout, said his company will provide daily operation management of the entire project, golf shop operations, food service and course management.

The course is scheduled to open in the fall. It features bentgrass greens, Bermuda-grass fairways and roughs, and zoysiasgrass approaches and collars. Tall fescue outlines the out-of-play areas that will be used to enhance wildlife.

Lemons said green fees will be comparable to state parks golf courses, which are around $26 to $30 with cart for 18 holes.

Incentive travel

Continued from page 35

corporations prefer to come during the heart of the golf season, Godwin said.

Cape Cod (Mass.) courses are starting to see the benefits of tapping the incentive travel market, according to Tom Martin, director of Cape Cod Golf Holiday, a holiday travel firm. "Corporations are surprised to discover we have 31 public courses in a 70-mile stretch of land," Martin said. "Say a corporation wanted to reward four executives for successfully completing a major project. We could put them in a centrally located hotel and get them on four different top-quality golf courses. I expect that part of the Cape's business to really grow."

Golf can also be a major component in attracting corporate meetings. "You can only keep executives in a board room for so long," said Taren Grom, an editor with Corporate and Incentive Travel Magazine. "Golf is a great amenity and will attract corporate meeting planners. But the course, rooms, and service are also important factors."

Travel agencies specializing in corporate and golf travel typically book incentive and meeting arrangements for their clients. Moritz Travel of St. Louis, for instance, reportedly books $200 million of incentive travel annually.

"One way to get involved in the incentive travel market is to contact some of the larger incentive and golf travel agencies," said William Hogan, managing director of Wide World of Golf, a golf travel firm based in Carmel, Calif. "Put together a packet of information and send it out."

Grom had several additional suggestions:

• Go to the local convention and visitors bureau and get a feel for the types of companies that have expressed interest in that area.
• Contact the two best-known corporate travel associations — Meeting Planners International (214-712-7700) and the Society of Incentive Travel Executives (212-575-0910) — for information or to purchase mailing lists.
• Send press releases and consider advertising in corporate travel publications.
• Put together a public relations and marketing package stressing golf packages.

"With tight budgets, corporate travel planners are looking for extras when deciding between destinations," Grom said. "Consider something like a free cocktail party or golf tournament for anyone booking at least 50 rooms. The cost is minimal and it might mean the difference in being selected."

"For the lion's share of quality turfgrass"

REGAL CHEMICAL COMPANY / P.O. BOX 900 / ALPHARETTA, GA 30229 / 1-800-621-5208
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EPA looking to streamline label review process

By Peter Blais

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Environmental Protection Agency plans to accelerate or eliminate its review of many changes to pesticide labeling and formulas, according to EPA spokesman John Kasper.

"If EPA can establish procedures and guidelines that everyone understands so that products aren’t submitted that don’t qualify for the quicker procedures, then it could really speed up the process. That would be great," Ciba Product Manager Jose Milan said.

The proposed policy cuts EPA’s review process in half, from 90 days to 45 days, for certain minor pesticide registration amendments.

At the same time, the notice expands the range of pesticide registration amendments that can be accomplished by simply notifying the agency without approval.

It also increases those amendments about which the agency need not be notified.

Companies using the notification process need to sign a certification statement pledging the amendments are in compliance with EPA regulations, including public health protection. (This action demonstrates that our process for handling changes in pesticides registration can truly be cleaner for our environment, cheaper for the taxpayer and industry, and smarter for America's future," EPA Deputy Director Fred Hansen said.

Continued on page 40
Surflan’s popularity spurs plant expansion

INDIANAPOLIS — DowElanco has announced a production plant expansion to meet increased demand for oryzalin, the active ingredient in Surflan pre-emergent herbicide. Oryzalin’s worldwide sales have increased 15 percent over the last year and customer demand continues to strengthen, according to John Peterson, product manager for Surflan.

“Industry professionals are seeking versatile products that are highly efficacious and versatile enough to be used on a variety of sites,” said Peterson, who attributed Surflan’s growing appeal to the need to reduce weeds as part of integrated pest management programs. “They need to strike a balance between satisfying their customers and keeping operating expenses in mind. That means implementing a pest management program that advocates a judicious use of weed-control products.”

Surflan has been used in the turf and ornamental industry for more than 15 years. It’s designed to prevent growth of more than 50 grassy and broadleaf weeds on a variety of turfgrasses and ornamentals. For more information, contact DowElanco at 800-352-6776.

New offices for growing York Bridge

CLEVELAND, Ohio — Due to increased business and growth, York Bridge Concepts has expanded by opening a new and larger office strategically located here.

The new office handles all sales and marketing efforts intended to service the golf course industry throughout the northern half of the U.S., including Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Wisconsin, all of which ranked in the top five states for golf course construction, according to NGF’s latest report.

York Bridge Concepts originally opened the regional office in February 1994, in order to better meet the needs of clients, but quickly outgrew its environs. “We needed to hire a salesperson and a receptionist to handle the number of calls that were coming into the office,” said Joseph York, vice president of York. “By adding more space and more phone lines, we are able to offer the level of service our customers expect.”

York works in the office and directs activities in the Northeast region. Mark Neal is the sales manager for the Northwest area.

Revenues for the company, which is headquartered in Tampa, Fla., reached $2.8 million in 1994. “We are on pace to double that figure for this year,” said York.

Currently, three full-time employees staff the new office. For more information, call 800-383-0555.

EPA planning review of label procedures

Continued from page 39

“These changes will allow us to focus our efforts on high-priority risks to public health, while making it easier for industry to make minor changes in pesticide registrations.”

In the case of label changes, registrants will still be required to provide EPA with a copy of the product label including the latest alterations. EPA will review amended label changes and assist registrants to ensure that pesticide registration amendments under the new process comply with the agency’s health and safety guidelines.

This is the first step in fulfilling the self-certification measure in President Bill Clinton’s report on reinventing environmental regulations issued March 16, according to Kasper. It is expected to lead to similar streamlining efforts in other EPA programs.

Ciba Manager of Public Affairs Steve Powell said EPA staff and scientists have also shown a greater willingness to work with chemical manufacturers to make certain they are doing the proper tests and following the correct procedures to get more complicated, new products registered.

“A field study can take 18 months to finish. And if it’s not done right you have to do it all over again,” Powell said.

“We’ve worked closely with EPA the past few years to make sure our science is solid before we begin our research. It’s working. Not so long ago, it wasn’t unusual to take five to seven years to get a new product approved. We recently received approval for an agricultural herbicide in just 14 months.”

Seed violations

Continued from page 39

The state alleged that Pickseed used another company’s proprietary names on Pickseed varieties submitted in response to a bid from a Midwestern buyer in 1993.

Dennis Isaacson, a state commodity inspections manager, said a $5,000 civil penalty also has been imposed against E. Julia Lafayette Jr., a seed grower in Dallas, for mislabeling a seed variety. Isaacson said there was no evidence that Lafayette’s conduct was intentional.

For more information on the MH-400, your nearest dealer, or a free demonstration, please call:

TY-CROP TURF EQUIPMENT INC. 1-800-845-7249
Main Office: 48945 Yale Rd. E., Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 6H4
Phone: 604-794-7078 Fax: 604-794-3446

"Life Is GREAT!"

Life is GREAT! for a rapidly growing number of golf course superintendents all over North America and Asia... according to those fortunate enough to own one (or two) of the new MH-400's from Ty-Crop.

The 4 Cubic Yard MH-400 is no ordinary dump trailer. It took over three years and cooperation from hundreds of your peers to perfect. In fact, you may have thought of something similar yourself...many have over the last 30 years. Chances are pretty good the MH-400 is unlike anything that you have ever seen—and well worth the wait.

The MH-400 sits level at 34 inches or can be raised to any height up to 65 inches high—with one simple control lever. This great feature allows operators to load top dressers, fertilizer spreaders, utility vehicles, etc., in only seconds...no wasted travel and unnecessary wear on your equipment, no labour—no sweat.

The MH-400 boasts a growing list of outstanding options. The optional equipment easily attaches (without any tools!) in just a few moments on the universal mounting bracket located at the rear of every new machine.

The Twin Spinner is perfect for spreading top dressing mixes, sand, lime, gypsum and composted products from 15 to 40 feet wide. You can even sand your roads and parking areas in the winter.

The 3-Way Cross Conveyor attaches to the right or left side and can be attached straight out the back to operate at a 7’ extension to the MH-400. The Cross Conveyor will allow you to complete a variety of in house construction or renovation jobs.

It’s the only answer for back-filling drainage ditches, building tees and greens, filling/maintaining traps and bunkers. It’s also great for building flower beds and completing a variety of landscaping jobs, etc.

For more information on the MH-400, your nearest dealer, or a free demonstration, please call:

TY-CROP TURF EQUIPMENT INC. 1-800-845-7249
Main Office: 48945 Yale Rd. E., Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 6H4
Phone: 604-794-7078 Fax: 604-794-3446

CIRCLE #132
West Coast buys out Warren’s Calif. branch

WINCHESTER, Calif. — With its acquisition of the Warren’s Turf operation here, West Coast Turf has added another arrow to its increasingly replete quiver.

The 300 acres here — just one of 15 turfgrass production locations — feature three types of hybrid Bermudagrass, as well as St. Augustine, and tall fescue turfgrasses. The newest West Coast branch office serves Southwestern California’s Inland Empire.

“The Winchester location has both warm- and cool-season grasses, and securing that inventory will enable us to broaden our product line,” explained John Foster, president of West Coast Turf.

Dealing with the shrinking dollar

Continued from page 1

ager for the company. Was it a talk of Kubota pulling a portion of its product line off the U.S. market because of the weak dollar in the field. We can’t let those customers down.”

In fact, Williams added that Kubota has been pleased with the performance of its tractor and F-series products. The M-series — a 42-horsepower tractor with low-emission engines — began production this month and should hit the market in September, he said.

Whurr, for one, said he wasn’t surprised to hear of Kubota’s here-to-stay attitude.

“We’re probably one of the biggest users of Kubota engines outside Kubota. So if there were any changes in store, I would imagine we would have heard about it,” he said.

ITPF awards $20,000 in research grants

ROLLING MEADOWS, Ill. — Research grants totaling $20,000 have been awarded to four university research bodies by the International Turf Producers Foundation based here.

These projects were selected by the Foundation’s Research Committee from among 12 studies submitted by 21 researchers at 10 institutions, including a total of $121,500 for the 1994-95 fiscal year. Projects receiving support this year are:

- "Limiting Chemical Input in Turf Production Through Treatment Thresholds for White Grubs," Dr. Robert Crocken, Texas A & M University.
- "Biological Control of Annual Bluegrass," Dr. Paul Goodwin, University of Guelph.
- "Resistance of Kentucky Bluegrass Cultivars to Necrotic Ring Spot," Dr. Tom Hsiang, University of Guelph.

Funding for the International Turf Producers Foundation Research Grants comes from an annual contribution by Turfgrass Producers International as well as individual contributions made to the foundation general fund. Each fall, more than 300 individual turfgrass researchers are invited to submit research proposals for funding consideration.

For more information, contact TPF at 800-405-8873.
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WATER & TURF RESTORATION OF FLORIDA CO.

- Greens & Tees
- Fairways
- Athletic Fields

TEE TO GREEN

- Reduces Accumulated Organic Matter on Greens — Fairways — Tees
- Eliminates Black Algae Growth.
- Restores Aeration to Soil
- Enhances Root Growth.
- Reduces Soluble Salts.
- Restores water quality and clarity to supply lakes and ponds.
- 100% Environmentally Safe.

USING BIOREMEDIATION
1-800-705-7450
P. O. Box 238423
Allandale, Florida 32123

CIRCLE #134

Natural Disasters Happen (and we mean in addition to your score!)

Preserve your Golf Course
- With accurate mapping of topographic features of greens and surrounding areas

New Courses
- As built drawings of tees, fairways & greens
-准确的草图

Laser Measurements
- Standard tee to green
- Sprinkler heads
- Ponds, traps, streams

CALL FOR QUOTATIONS & DETAILS 1-800-382-0646

CIRCLE #135

Hot Spots?

Stop wasting labor handwatering! Wet Hot Spots FAST with the WETTING FORK.

The WETTING FORK...
- Wets hydrophobic spots in 10 seconds or less
- Is made of lightweight but durable aluminum
- Has new improved stainless steel tines that can be used to inject fertilizers, fungicides and insecticides or wetting agents
- Helps control Fairy Ring
- Saves hand-watering cost by wetting hydrophobic dry spots quickly and efficiently
- Reduces wetting agent use

Available Through Professional turf Distributors

Ask for a free demonstration!

For your nearest Distributor, call
THE THINKING SUPERINTENDENT CO. 1-800-200-3810

CIRCLE #136
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King Safety Connectors foil corrosion

King Silicone-Filled Safety Connectors are designed to prevent corrosion and corrosion-related failures in many environments, such as chemical, washdown, hazardous, turf & ornamental, or anywhere moisture is present. These custom silicone sealants prevent corrosion and oxidation of wire ends by completely surrounding and coating the wires upon insertion into the connector. The sealant never hardens upon insertion into the connection. This feature provides corrosion protection, but also ensures safety against corrosion-related flashover, not available from ordinary wire connectors. King Connectors exceed NEMA's requirements as a corrosion-proofing barrier, increase safety in hazardous locations where explosion-proof equipment is required, can be used in many direct-bury applications without the need of a junction box, and carry a limited lifetime warranty against corrosion-related failures. For more information, call 314-425-3300.

Otterbine offers Fractional Series

The Fractional Series by Otterbine incorporates many features from Otterbine's other aeration systems, but at a fraction of the cost. This new line of high-quality water features, designed for small ponds at golf courses, includes all three of the interchangeable spray patterns: Starburst, Phoenix, and Rocket. The Phoenix and Rocket patterns can be varied in height and diameter by simply adjusting the diffuser ring. You determine your spray pattern and change it whenever you like. These 1/2-hp units are manufactured entirely of stainless steel and thermal plastics.

For more information, contact Otterbine Barebo, Inc., 3840 Main Road E., Emmaus, PA 18049; or call 1-800-AERSTER.

UHS, Roberts unveil new Perennial Ryegrass

Passport Perennial Ryegrass (Exp.# PST-2FF) is the latest generation cultivar out of the cool-season turfgrass research programs in Oregon. United Horticultural Supply, in conjunction with Roberts Seed Co., has an exclusive agreement to market it nationally. Out of 123 entries, Passport tied for third place in overall turfgrass quality in 28 locations in the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program. Passport did very well on spring greenup. This means it is winter hardy and starts aggressively when weather warms up. It was at the top of the chart in dark green appearance and scored well on appearance, cutting ease and disease resistance.

For more information, contact Roberts at 1-800-258-4657.

Regal offers new granule, SysTec

SysTec 1998 WDG, a water dispersible granule fungicide for use on all turfgrasses and ornamental plants, has been introduced by Regal Chemical Co. SysTec 1998 WDG is a broad-spectrum, highly systemic fungicide which is very effective for the prevention and control of turf diseases such as Fusarium Blight, Dollar Spot, Copper Spot, Large Brown Patch, Stripe Snout, and many others.

The product is packaged in 5-pound bags, four bags per case. For more information, contact Regal Chemical Co., P.O. Box 900, Alpharetta, GA 30223, or call 1-800-621-5208.

Garon gives floors indestructible finish

Treflite, a premium epoxy floor resurfacer from Garon Products, Inc., provides an almost indestructible finish to old and new floors. Easy to apply, Treflite is non-shrink and quick-set: Floors are opened to foot traffic in four hours, normal traffic in just 12 hours. It bonds to virtually any surface: concrete, wood, steel, aluminum, glass and ceramics. It is resistant to thermal and physical shock, abrasion, acids, alkalis and solvents.

Treflite’s epoxy binder creates an impervious floor for use anywhere a highly chemical-resistant surface is required. Totally non-skid, it virtually eliminates slipping, even when wet. No special tools or skills are required for application: One 5-gallon pail covers 40 square feet at 1/8 inch. For more information and a free catalog, contact Garon Products at 800-631-5380.
Golf Course Marketplace

To reserve space in this section, call Diana Costello-Lee at 207-846-0600.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED
Construction superintendents, shapers and foremen. Golf construction personnel needed at all levels. Must be willing to travel. Fax resume and info to (904) 464-1873.

SHAPE YOUR FUTURE
JOIN PAUL CLUTE & ASSOCIATES—National golf industry's leading firm in premium golf course construction, at one of many project sites across the country. Currently seeking experienced superintendents, shapers, supervisors and irrigation specialists. Mail resume & cover letter to: Paul Clute & Associates, Personnel Dept., PO Box 454, Hartland, WI 53029.

JOB SEEKERS
For a fresh source of green industry job openings; subscribe for 3 months (6 issues) just $22.50. EMPLOYERS-List your job openings quickly and inexpensively. Call toll-free 1-800-284-3435. Ferrell's JOB'S IN HORTICULTURE, 154 E. Chapel Ave., Carlisle PA 17013-3435. Mc/Visa.

EXPERIENCED SHAPERS NEEDED
Immediate openings. Send resume to Par 4 Shaping Inc. 6159 Sipper, MN 56288. Or call (612) 796-6255 for more information. Ask for Cindy.

SALESMAN WANTED
Sell to golf courses. Inexpensive, widely used pipe locator. Commission basis, 30%. Bloch & Co. PO Box 18058, Cleveland OH 44118. (216)371-0979.

AGENTS WANTED
Driving Range Mats sales distributors and direct to ranges. Mark Norton. Legacy Plastics, 2366 Woodhill Road, Cleveland OH 44116. (216)421-8856.

GOLF COURSE NEWS

GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
Shapers needed at once. Must be willing to travel. Fax resume and date available to: (616)547-7009.

GET THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT
Subscribe to the Golf Course News Development Letter—which tracks golf course projects under consideration across the nation! Just $195 for a yearly subscription. Call Editor Peter Blais at 207-846-0600 for more information.

REAL ESTATE

TENNESSEAN
Nine and Texas golf courses
Some with extra land, development lots.
Descrcriptive list available. Texas Golf Properties, 1603 Lightsy, Austin TX 78704. (512)442-1812.

FOR SALE

ARCH STYLE STEEL BUILDINGS
Build it yourself and save money! For equipment storage. Factory direct. Save money on buildings in stock. 30 x 40; 40 x 50; 51 x 90. Easy to erect. Archway Steel Buildings, 1-800-344-2724.

PIPE LOCATOR

INEXPENSIVE!
Locates and traces underground waterlines, drainage pipes, clay, PVC, ABS, steel and cement. Finds sprinklers, valves and clogs. Used by over 1000 golf courses! Bloch & Co. PO Box 18058, Cleveland, OH 44118. (216)371-0979.

GOLF CAR RENTAL CONTRACTS


AQUAMASTER

Fountains & Aerials decompose organic solids and prevent algae blooms. Available in ten spray patterns, 3 year warranty, only UL listed system.

BUSINESS SERVICES

ATTENTION:
Golf Course owners, developers & architects: Now you have the best available people at affordable prices. We will supply you for people as all of golf construction anywhere in the world! Call or fax your project's needs: Greensway Golf: 714-524-1185 ext 27 or 45 fax:714-524-7255.

LASER MEASURING
Laser measuring and sprinkler yardage markers. We do it all! Laser measure & installation of custom metal yardage markers for all types of sprinkler heads. Fairway Yardage Designs: 800-368-2448.

QUALITY!

• Laser Measuring • Scorecards
• Sprinkler Tagging • Yardage Books
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Golf tax case

Continued from page 1

have their days in Collier County Circuit Court, and lawyers for Quail Creek are hoping to gain relief through state statute.

"What I'm trying to do now is fight the battle in the Florida Legislature, trying to put golf courses in a different tax category," said Larry Farrese, the Naples-based attorney representing Quail Creek, who noted that Illinois and New York already have such laws on the books. "The difference of opinion on these appraisals is substantial. At Quail Creek, we had a difference of $3.4 million."

The case stems from assessments conducted by the Collier County Property Appraiser's Office in 1995, when the county valued Quail Creek at $10.4 million. The club retained Harrisburg, Pa.-based Golf Property Analysts and received a second opinion of $7 million—a serious discrepancy, especially for a member-owned club. Abe Skinner, lead appraiser for the Collier County Property Appraisers Office, declined comment on the Quail Creek matter, citing the pending lawsuits brought by the other 11 clubs. According to Farrese, there are three basic ways to assess golf course property.

• The Cost Method, whereby one estimates what it might cost to build the facility—course, house, clubhouse—then depreciate to what it might cost today.

• The Market Method, whereby one takes note of recent golf courses in the same market, then makes adjustments to reflect the particular attributes of the course in question.

• The Income Method, whereby one simply determines the income generated by the property.

"The county just used the cost approach, and that's why it came in with such a high number," Farrese opined. "When a developer builds a course, he puts a lot of money into amenities so he can attract real estate buyers. Lots on the course are worth more than those that aren't. When he sells the lots, he transfers the golf club to its members."

"That's what happened at Quail Creek. The developer gets his $10 million back. But the members don't get the value of all the lots."

Farrese said his client feels the county should have used a combination of the three methods to determine fair market value. He added that, in its assessment, Golf Property Analysts used all three approaches but emphasized the income method because that's the way management companies appraise golf course properties.

According to Farrese, the Florida Department of Revenue suggests use of the cost approach for two very practical reasons: 1) It's the easiest method and the state has more than 1,100 courses to appraise; and 2) Assessments tend to run higher, which means more tax revenues.

"We have major philosophical differences as to how the county apprehends these properties," Farrese said. "Having used the cost approach, the county didn't depreciate the courses at all. We feel very strongly they do depreciate— you have to replace greens, tees, etc.

"The county should have used all three approaches and placed some weight to all three. Instead of putting all the weight on one approach, which we believe is the worst approach given a choice."

While the remaining 11 courses weigh their chances in court, Farresse and Quail Creek have taken their case to the politicians in Tallahassee. Illinois' Green Belt legislation is the model statute for Farresse and Quail Creek. In Illinois, golf courses have been placed in a lower tax category because they're considered green space. For developers, it's more a disincentive to build strip malls than an incentive to build golf courses.

In New York, legislation was spurred by municipal assessors valuing courses as if they were being sold for another use, the most expensive possible use. The county in question argued successfully that it should be assessed as a golf course only, not a future use.

In Maine, legislation allows golf courses to sign an agreement barring any future development on the site. By preserving the open space in perpetuity, golf courses are granted sizable tax abatements.
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defining which species are present and their level of diversity. This will be performed closely with Schuyler Meadows to time changes in those practices.” Woolbright said. “And we would measure the effects of management practices,” Woolbright explained. “One of our goals, then, is to increase our studies with their management practices, we could recommend alternatives and methods we think would have a beneficial effect,” Woolbright said. “And we would measure the effects of changes in those practices.”

Siena College study
Continued from page 3

continued on next page

07/20-21 — Field Diagnosis of Insects and Diseases on Trees and Shrubs in Long Island, N.Y. Contact New York State Arborists’ Association at 516-783-1322.


26 — University of Georgia Turfgrass Field Day in Griffin, Ga. Contact 404-228-7300.

30-Aug. 1 — International Lawn, Garden and Landscape Expo95 in Mendota Heights, Minn. Contact Scott Turtinen at 612-473-0557.

2-3 — Turf Diagnostic Course in Ithaca, N.Y. Contact Garden West at 602-233-2966.

8—Annual Golf Course Construction and Greens Construction Conference in Columbus, Ohio. Contact Julie Guenther at 614-261-6750.

9-10 — Golf Course Expo in Orlando, Fla. Contact Golf Course News Conference Group at 207-849-0000.

* For more information contact the GC-SAA Education Office at 913-832-4430.
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Siena College study
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defining which species are present and their level of diversity. This will be performed from 1995-97. "A golf course habitat could potentially attract a different species than if the land were not managed," Woolbright said. "One of our goals, then, is to increase native species of plants and wildlife."

* Experimental manipulation, beginning in 1998. "Once we know everything that is there, where it is and how it reacts to management practices, we could recommend alternatives and methods we think would have a beneficial effect," Woolbright said. "And we would measure the effects of changes in those practices."
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Schuyler Meadows seems a perfect property for this type of study. It contains marshland, a creek, a pond, forest edge and grassland. "It's a natural," Salinetti said. "We share the same woods and streams with Siena, and New York Audubon is nearby as well."

The Audubon's role will be communication, public relations, funding, dissemination of research results and, to some extent, providing interns to help with the study. Salinetti, whose club was one of the first members of the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for Golf Courses, credited his members for supporting the proposition. "I think private clubs need to realize that you have a very strong obligation to your community and you need to be working toward fostering a better relationship," he said. "We're trying to act responsibly. If we are doing something that is negatively impacting our environment, we will work to find a better solution."

"It's an exciting cooperative agreement," Woolbright said. "Historically, environmentalists and golf course people have not had as cooperative a relationship as they might. But, if you look at what's happening in this country and around the world, the remaining pristine natural areas...are dwindling fast. If you look at most regions...particularly the Eastern Seaboard...golf courses are becoming more and more an important large fraction of the remaining semi-natural habitat available.

"So we need to start paying attention to these refugees...rather than trying to rely on undisturbed natural areas as sanctuaries. I don't think the [dwindling] process is going to slow. But the golf courses are still going to be there. So how can we manage them so that we can serve an improved function for maintenance of habitat and species?"
**Public-access Poolsbrook a testament to industry growth**

By HAL PHILLIPS

KIRKVILLE, N.Y. — "Wow! That’s a lot of golf courses."

That was Ruth Taylor’s reaction when informed that the course her family owns and operates had been recognized as the nation’s 15,000th golf facility. And considering the phenomenal growth of public-access golf in the 1990s, it’s fitting that America’s 15,000th course be a family-run, dally-fee operation catering to the average player.

"We did it ourselves, with our son and son-in-law," explained Taylor, one of five family members who played a role in the development and operation of Poolsbrook Golf Course, a nine-hole track which opened here, 20 miles east of Syracuse, on April 1.

"My husband, Warren, had been talking about doing this for about 25 years. Last year, he developed some cancer. [The doctors] got it out, so we decided to go for it. We had the land. It’s been in my husband’s family for three generations."

"My husband designed the course. We dug it up, dug the trenches, put the irrigation system in. And we mow it ourselves. We have a small clubhouse with a snack bar. My daughter [Karen Furbeck] and I take care of everything inside, while the boys do everything outside."

At the urging of Golf Course News, the Jupiter, Fla.-based National Golf Foundation (NGF) determined Poolsbrook GC was No. 15,000 after painstakingly going over its records this spring.

When the first quarter of 1995 came to a close, the NGF determined there were 14,972 operating in the United States. Spring is a busy time for golf course openings and Poolsbrook’s early April opening was perfectly timed.

However, the emergence of Poolsbrook is but one piece of a larger trend in the U.S. golf course industry. While nearly 2,000 courses have opened since 1990 — a record pace — a full 80 percent are daily-fee, municipal or resort. Over the same period, the number of private golf courses has actually declined by more than 7 percent.

Private clubs will never disappear, but developers have realized the demographics of the U.S. golfing population have changed. As Baby Boomers get older, the long-term profit potential at public-access golf courses will become even more pronounced.

The Taylors — as developers and operators of Poolsbrook — have seen it for themselves.

"We have a lot of senior citizens who play it, and they love it because they can walk it," Taylor explained. "We want to have tournaments to get people to bring their wives, staff like that. We really want this place to be one where the average golfer and family can come out and play."

At the urging of Golf Course News, the Jupiter, Fla.-based National Golf Foundation (NGF) determined Poolsbrook GC was No. 15,000 after painstakingly going over its records this spring. When the first quarter of 1995 came to a close, the NGF determined there were 14,972 operating in the United States. Spring is a busy time for golf course openings and Poolsbrook’s early April opening was perfectly timed.

However, the emergence of Poolsbrook is but one piece of a larger trend in the U.S. golf course industry. While nearly 2,000 courses have opened since 1990 — a record pace — a full 80 percent are daily-fee, municipal or resort. Over the same period, the number of private golf courses has actually declined by more than 7 percent.
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"We have a lot of senior citizens who play it, and they love it because they can walk it," Taylor explained. "We want to have tournaments to get people to bring their wives, staff like that. We really want this place to be one where the average golfer and family can come out and play."

Public-access Poolsbrook a testament to industry growth

**Another First**

FROM FLOWTRONEX PSI

**COMPLETE STATION UL LISTED**

Once again, FLOWTRONEX PSI offers a level of quality assurance unmatched in the industry. Underwriters Laboratories (UL), the most widely recognized independent testing service in the country, evaluated our Silent Storm pumping systems and found them to meet UL Standards for Safety. That’s why the UL Mark of Safety is on every Silent Storm pump station, covering the entire pump station, from controls to conduit and skid to discharge manifold. It’s just another example of how FLOWTRONEX PSI leads the way for the turfgrass industry.

It could also affect how superintendents interact with members.

"A few years ago, I remember Stuart Leventhal [superintendent at Interlachen Country Club] commenting to me that his members were concerned that the greens had deteriorated and weren’t putting as well as they used to," Downing stated in his study proposal. "Obviously they had mutated to an unmanageable level and, no matter what he did, he could not maintain the level of maintenance of past years. Just think how much easier his job would have been if the could utilize DNA results to prove to the membership that there was a variety of grasses on the surfaces and it was now time to think about replanting."

Penn State University’s Dr. David Huff, a molecular biologist and former turfgrass breeder, will interpret the data from the DNA fingerprinting on a quarterly basis to help steer the program in the proper direction.

The bulk of the money is ticketed for research on putting surfaces, although a portion will also go toward studying fair-way Bermudagrass, Downing said.

"We just built a huge patio and barbecue pit so we can have big picnics. We have four leagues that play here every week. And we have 15 members. You have to start somewhere... Next year I want to start a junior league, for little kids. No teenagers. Just smaller kids. We need to get them started."

Green fees at Poolsbrook, which boasts views of the Erie Canal, are $6 for nine holes on weekdays, $7 on weekends. Each day, then head to the course where they assume their maintenance duties. Warren handles the greens, James cuts the fairways, and son-in-law Chris Meloling mows the tees and rough. The club was nearly named Deer Run because of the wild deer on the property.

"But we went with Poolsbrook because that’s the name of the road," Ruth said. "It has worked out well because we’ve had a couple of people show up and tell us they wouldn’t have found us if the street hadn’t been Poolsbrook."
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Golf Course Expo Means Business

The public-access golf industry comes together at Golf Course Expo—the only national trade show and conference for superintendents, managers, owners, operators, and developers of public-access facilities—daily-fee, semi-private, resort, and municipal courses.

- Save money by pinpointing exhibitors on the trade show floor
  We're serious about saving your money and time. Investigate vendors who are there for all your needs—equipment, chemicals, seed, builders, accessories, sod, golf cars, consultants, management software, fertilizers, architects, and marketing firms.

- Get up to speed on new products and services
  Find out "what's new" to give your course the competitive edge. The key to success in the business of golf is staying on top of new trends, partnering with vendors, and finding creative solutions. And Golf Course Expo is carefully designed to provide all three—and give you the edge.

- Participate in special show events—like Shop Talks—where you'll learn about products and services that impact your bottom line.
  Shop Talks are vendor-sponsored sessions set up on the show floor. Participating suppliers will zero in on solutions, feature their products and services, and address critical industry trends. And it's all part of the show.

- Solve problems by attending the multi-tracked conference program
  In the crowded public-access marketplace, maintaining quality conditions on your course in the face of high traffic, and at a reasonable cost is even more important. Marketing your course takes on added significance. And efficient management—doing more with less—becomes an absolute must. The conference offers easy-to-adopt ideas that really work.

Bring the Management Team

Golf Course Expo is a must-attend for superintendents, managers, owners, operators, general managers, golf administrators, directors of parks and recreation, builders, architects, and developers. This is a great chance for everyone at your course who makes buying decisions to find key products and services that will help your facility operate more effectively and efficiently.

And because its sponsored by Golf Course News, Golf Course Expo means business for you!

Circle November 9 and 10
On Your Calendar Now to be Part of This National Event for Key Professionals at Public-Access Golf Facilities

Send me more information on Golf Course Expo
- Send me information for attending the trade show free of charge
- Send me information for attending the conference
- My company is interested in purchasing exhibit space, please send me details

NAME: ____________________________
TITLE: ____________________________
COMPANY: ________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________
CITY: _____________________________ STATE: ______ ZIP: ______
TELEPHONE: ___________ FAX: ___________

Return to Golf Course Expo, PO Box 997, 38 Lafayette Street, Yarmouth ME 04096
For faster service fax to 207-846-0657
No belts. No pulleys. No kidding.

The Jacobsen HR-5111's exclusive Multi-Motor deck design delivers a whole new angle on rotary performance.

Individual hydraulic motors drive each blade for unmatched cutting power, while eliminating time-consuming routine maintenance. This design also enables the blades to rotate in opposite directions for more even clipping dispersal. Team that with our floating-decks, and you've got a cut so clean you'd swear it was done by a reel mower.

A full 11' cut and 51 horses of liquid-cooled diesel power let you mow up to 65 acres a day. Plus, agile rear-wheel power steering, a compact design and hydrostatic 4WD allow you to cover ground that other production rotaries simply can't.
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